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. . . .  30% ,WAGE/NCR.EASE. SOUGHT 
Pulp unions place their demands on table 
~" .... VANCOUVER "(ce) --  
' '  Negotiators: in the Br i~h 
Columbia pulp and paper 
lndusIry met Monday to 
formally open negotiations 
'~  b renew their contracts, 
.;~: .,/.The Canadian Paper- 
!~:: .~.~/orkers Union (CPU) and 
~"~" i~ulv, Paper and Wood- 
workers of Canada (PPWC) 
dustry six weeks ago by the living adjustment (COLA) 
International Woodworkers from their contract that 
of America (IWA). expires June 30 and improve 
the COLA clause to produce 
week: after 30 years; B.C. 
Day as an additional 
statutory 'holiday; and two 
• additional f oating days off. 
In addition, the unions 
asked, for improved 
disability pensions and 
early retirement tohe made 
available at age 60 with full 
health fund. They want the 
employers to fully pay pre- 
miums for the health and 
welfare plans, plus in- 
creases in sickness benefits, 
the bargaining table by Art 
Gruntman of the CPU and 
Stun SheWaga of the PPWC, 
also want to tighten up their 
technological change 
While the IWA sought 
$1.00 an hour as a general one cent an hoa/" more for An ' improvement in 
! ;. increase, the pulp unions ev~W .25 rise in the cost of pension plan contributions pension9 the dental plan, an extension provisions. 
,: . went niter a general acr.oss liwng indexin Vancouver. by the pulp producers to 25 The pulp unions are of long-term disability to The nearly 13,000 He said the members of 
;:. the board increase of 30 per The pulp unions also want cents an hour is also being proposing the employers five yearsand recognition of 4workers covered by the both unions "decided tl~ 
i  cent. - improvements in vacations sought, plus an am- contribute wo cents an hour "common law spouses" in contracts have wage rates 
They als0 want o "roll in" ranging from three weeks provement in" pension worked by the unionists to a the welfare plans, ranging from $7.01 for problems over raiding wm 
re-affirmed their earlier a 12-cent hourly cost-of, after one year up to nine service credits, safety and occupational Theunions, who are led at workers to $9.41½ an hour, not sufficient to ck~ir~y joint negotiatious. 
decision to bargain Jointly ~ - ' "~ Gruntman also 
r~- for the first time, despite • denied an 
i~  some division resulting carla i~ er re oft that indicated RECORDS the C~J~ was noft~r 
:'~-; CPUofPPWCmemhersin |~Y" i  "~- r " :~.~[~Lr 'L |  " |  " ,d~mh .~ ~ . . m ~  A S ~  A ~ .~.~l  / " '99  regard ing  cont ract  
~'~ the Vancouver area. I ~ ~l~lOublg I I ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~  ~ ~ ~ ~ ,~ ~ ' ~  l [ ~! o~,4 ,,.. demands than the PPWC. 
".~:'~ They also put their joint I ~ 15 " I l 'MR MM MM U mm mm ~M~M~ MM~ ~W~ ~ ~ mm/  l m u, ,u U l~ 
:':'.' atamp of approval on 20 con- I v.,,,- .o . .o~, . , , . . . .  I / I I ,  [ ]  [ ]  I !  ., [ ]  [ ]  ~ l i  ~1'  I I  [ ]  I I  I I  / / v r rsaaA,V  "We are not Uarpin~i 
::.; tract proposals and I ~'~- ' ; ,~ ;7~" : ' . ' . ,  I l ~L /mmmm I / • im I I  I i  / MM MM mml l l  I l / I~ I / I IM IP~k/  with agenda in one hand av~l 
.~ presented them to the Pulp i . . . .  I~,=l- -~.t"~'~l .~,- -~l~ lu I / a . ~ , . v  1 1  V . ,~ , .  ~D, /W/ lq i , , lm,  I lnA ,  l i "~ lA  ~ "P ie  the AIB law in the other 
~,i~,:;lnd Paper Industrial l~ ' "? . " _?"~'_  _""!~'"Y I I . _ . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " l i RJMkl~lqk,P ~ I V  hand," Gruntman said."Wo 
~!:~;1Relatlons Bureau. The I At the KALUM MOTEL. I • l :)erving =errace, KiTimal, Tne haze,tons, bvewanand me mass l I .  _ . . . . . . . .  are bargaining to meet t l~ 
!~ii~;"package is somewhat less I Hwy. ~6 West, Terrace I I '  " : l [ Lower  t,  lvy ~.ent re  .Ma i l  needs of our members m~! 
..... eeetly than the demands ~/ " ~;35.2~2 ] ~VOLUME 71,.NO 25 Price: 20 CUb . TUESDAY JUNE 7, 1977 ] i £4,) .ono-, ,  ~t~n the ability of the 
submitted to the forest in . . . . .  ~ . . .  --- _ • ~,  ~ ' . / ~, u4t  - -v - - -e  ~. manufacturers to pay." 
i . . | - -i FIGURESCONFIRM B.C. s FEARS 
i!ii  .ont aeraTion  co  TS US D I I I IOn  
Facts put the I,e 
including the .12 COLA. 
Grunirnan said that u far 
~a he was concerned, joint rgaining was never in 
doubt despite the frictim 
over raiding. 
Demonstrating the gentle art of sharing, these two children found 
the Terrace Colts-Houston Bees baseball game Sunday less in. 
teresling than the action at the refreshment booth.. Both are from 
Houston and their team won. Nlether was impressed. 
, TALKS ARE FAILING 
Summer mail strike? 
PULSE 
. . .events to note 
in Kitimat, Terrace 
OITAWA (CP0- Pstmaster- 
General Jean-Jacquvs Blain 
accused the Canadian Union 
of Postal Workers CUP 
Monday of using 10th 
Centur~ tactics of 
bali gain ing through con- 
frontatl(n to get a new 
contract. 
Blals sf id in the Commons 
Meet the author " 
~i~"~!""i~:Wulter Wicks will be in Wint~land General'store on 
;i.!~;,~; '',i --Wednesday, June 8, from 2 to 4 p.m. autographing copies of 
:~'. hk book "Memories of the Skeeea". He came to the Prince 
.libel. Rupert area as a young boy, and his book tells of the growth that confrontation 'is part of 
;:i-;' o~ the very younK, raw north. He has written severai short the .CUPW's eonstitwUon 
,; sac.ties in urination to this autobiographical history, and has been a way of life in 
~:~i~'-~. " the last 60 years. ',,,':;~:'~':. 
. .  Recreation forum He said thepost officelast 
week issued another in- 
vitation to CJ.PW, which ~!  The Terrace and District Parka and Recreation Depart- 
>~ merit are holding an open forum on Tuesday, June 14, at 
,.:~ 8:00 p.m. m the Banquet Room of the Terrace Arena. All 
• interested persons and organizations are invited to attend 
i.~.~ and voice their ideas. 
' Fill out the survey for pill, poppers 
represents insl~le workers, 
to rvtu~ to the bargaining 
table. 
Walter Binsdale, Con- 
sorvative postal critic, said, 
that in light of a possible 
strike by CUGW this 
summer, Blais should 
create a joint parliamentary 
committee to investigate 
eimployer.employee 
relations in the post office. 
Dinsdaie also asked Blain 
to table management 
studies done on the post 
office in the last few years 
Heart problems 
CHICAGO (Reuteri -- 
Use of birth control pills 
may make women as 
susceptible to heart trouble 
as men, the Journal of the 
American Medical Associ- 
ation said in an editorial 
Monday. 
Co~hpared tomen, women 
enjoy relative immunity 
from heart disease, but 
there is growing evidence 
the pill has adverse ffects 
on risk factors involved, 
wrote Dr.nWilliam Kannell 
of the National Heart In- 
stitute. 
He said a study of 13,3,58 
women at a Walnut Creek, 
Calif., medical centre 
showed those taking oral 
contraceptives had a small 
but sJgnificam rise in blood 
reSsure. Other findings 
lude evidence that the 
pill can cause heart attacks 
by an increase in blood 
clot ing. 
He urged a long-term 
surveillmice ofwomen using 
oral contraceptives and 
studies" to determine the 
smallest doses of estrogen 
necessary to prevent 
pregnancy. 
Amin on  
the way 
~ The Terrace and District Parks and Recreation Depart- 
, merit has sent a survey to all households in the area on 
recreation. Your filled out forms can be dropped off at any 
of the following: the Arena office, the swimming pock, 
,~.ii'~ Safeway, Overwaitea. 
.~:~;. 
Band 
* Caledonia Senior Secondary hand gives their final per- 
' .  formance tonight, s.tarting at 8:00 p.m. in the R.E.M. -Lee 
: i Theatre. 
:.~"~ . 
i Grand finale 
:{i,,.~ ~keena Theatre Arts present# their, sand finale this 
'~' weexend, a production titled "Big Rock a~ Candy's 
::." Mountain. Friday and Saturday nl~ht, June I0 and II at the! 
• '; R.E.M. Lee Theatre at 8 p,m. Admission is 2.50 at the door, 
~1.50 in'advance. Advance tickets are available at Skeena 
: i J r ,  Secondary. 
Pulse ,it s for you 
.:.~ PULSE i s  a community calender containing comlnK 
' events and brief messages for a non.profit organization. 
. i/ l~ms for this column should be phoned or dropped into the 
/. i<' Herald office on Kalum St. (635-6357) or Kltimat, 632-5706. 
LONDON (Reuter ) -  
Radio Uganda announced 
Monday night that 
President Ida Amin will 
'leave Uganda today to at- 
tend this week's Com- 
monwealth coherence ~n 
London. 
The radio, quoting a 
reliable source, said Amin 
"is likely to land (in his 
private plane) somewhere. 
near England where he can 
travel by boat to London for 
the conference." 
"so Canadi,~ns can see the 
ChaOS." 
Treasury Beard president 
Robert Andras should in- 
troduce legislation from the 
Finkleman report to im- 
prove conditions in the post 
office, Dinsdale said, 
Blais said CUPW "ties to 
demoralize management to 
advance its own position in 
bargaining," adding that 
the real need is for con- 
struetive negotiation. 
He rejected the 
parliamentary study saying 
the post office "has been 
over examined." 
to Quebec's pitch 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  inces were: New Brunswick paidout ~4.3 billion over the 
derai government figures $3.182 billion, Newfoundland period. 
eased Monday show that $2.994 billion, Manitoba But Indust ry  Minlst4r 
Ly Ontario, Alberta and $1.866billlon, Saskatchewan Jean Chretien responded a 
irish Columbia paid out  $1.771 billion and Prince month ago, saying the 
:re than they received Edward Island $990 million. Quebec interpretat ion 
~m the'rest of the country The Yukon and the North- ignored such benefits as 
the f961-to-1974 period, west Territories are in- taxes collected o~ goods 
the figures.are the latest cluded with B.C. destined for other prov]m~m 
a eeriea of exchanges The figures, labelled the and the prnvioce'sdmre 
Lich began earlier th is  provincial economic ac- federal spending abroad. 
mr when the separatist counts, were put out by the EdmundClark of the ece- 
~rti Quebecoia gov- government  because  nemic analyals,divisioa 
1meat said that Quebec Quebec and Ontario had  the finsnee departmmteald 
s lost mohey from commented on them the figures should not be 
zainingin Confederation. already, and  there was used in a precise ,sol~l~U|. 
Bdt~=whlle'~-t~/federal INb l l~: :~u~t ' fo r  '~flieir ba lance ~b.~":for-l~lME 
,re'as; collected basically release, federal spogesmen fede~atlou but that they 
• Statistics Canada and said/ could give broad general 
justed for several factors . .~.ebec first made them impressions of the flow 
the finance department, pumic last winter, saying money between the federal 
llcate that Quebecgained that the figures howed that government and the 
7 billion in the period, the province had actually provinces. 
nonce Minister Donald 
mcdonald said caution 
ould he used in drawing 
m conclusions about the 
onomic benefits of union. 
Macdonald said the data 
ts not collected to prove 
w much one province has 
nefitted or another has 
id. 
]st he said it doesshow 
Lt at various times, all the 
)vinces had gained, from 
P, onfederation. 
While Ontario, the most 
~luP UlOns province, hadpaid .244 billion more to the 
federal government than it 
had received, Macdonald 
said i t  had gained a 
significant subsidy of $2.7 
billion in the form of tariff 
protection. 
Alberta nd B.C.,who had 
l d  out $3.986 billion and 
124 billion, respectively, 
have in the past received 
transfer payments from the 
other provinces, he said. 
Quebec, on the other hand, 
was a contributor until the 
mid-1960s but has in- 
creasingly become a 
recipient of money from the 
other provinces. 
Nova Scotia benefitted 
most during the 1961-1974 
period, with a net gain of 
$5.872 billion. Totals 
received by the other pray- 
WORDS AND ACTIONS 
DON'T SEEM TO JIVE 
juveniles," she said. 
She said social workers 
are pleased with the new 
emphasis on community 
care and hope that it means 
the government  has 
changeditspolicy reg~ 'rang 
institutionslhandUng ,, , . .  
veniles. 
However, she said, there 
seems to be no.indication of
such a turn around. 
Callshan added that social 
workers welcome the 
government's promise to 
provide better child care but 
such announcements mean 
nothing unless more money 
and emphasis is placed on 
preventive work. 
She said social workers in 
government service are told 
to concentrate on crisis 
situations only, rather than 
work at preventing the 
problem from happening in 
the first place. 
VICTORIA (CP) -- The 
provincial government's 
public statements on child 
care are, inconsistent with 
what is actually going on, 
says the president of the 
British Columbia Associ- 
ation of Social Workers. 
Marilyn Callahan of 
Vccteria was referring in a 
Friday "interview to the 
government's plan to go 
ahead with its program to 
provide containment con- 
Ires f0t~/uvenile offenders. 
At same time, she 
noted Premier Bennett 
recently announced in 
Courtenay that B.C. would 
spend $40 million inltiall~ in 
an effort to get away from 
institutional handling and 
emphasize community 
resources instead, 
"It seems inconsistent to 
be developing isolated jails 
and at the same time talking 
about community care for 
AFRICAN BO YCOTT 
Edmonton games 
white and empty 
. LONDON (CP) -- 
Commonwealth Secretary- 
General Shridath (Sonn~ 
Ramphal said Monday 
hopes a compromise will 
erase a threatened boycott 
of the 1978 Commonwealth 
Games in Edmonton. 
But the dispute about he 
games is not a do-or-die 
issue for the 35-country 
Commonwealth conference 
which opens Wednesday, 
Ramphal suggested at a 
news conference" Monday. 
Ramphal, who has been a 
gobetween in a dispute 
between New Zealand and 
black Africa about racism in 
sports, placed higher ira- 
Positive 
visit 
VICTORIA (CP) --  
Premier Bennett said 
Monday the cabinet's visit 
to the Kontenays last week 
was very posit.i~e, but it was 
unfortunate that one in- 
cident by some thoughtless 
individuals marred  the 
positive results.. 
Bennett was referring to 
• an incident Friday in Nelson 
where he was jostled by a 
number of students at Notre 
Dame University. 
Meanwhile, Bennett 
refused to comment on 
testimony before the B.C. 
Railway royal commission 
that conflicts with his 
statements on the con- 
struction halt on the 
raiiway's l)eaee Lake ex- 
tension. 
He also said his govern, 
ment is still trying to get 
federal orders for the 
Raiiwest car plant in 
Squamish, north of Van- 
couver. 
He also said in an in- 
terview that he expects the 
legislative sitting, which 
resumes next week, could 
clear up all its business in 
3½ weeks. 
The premier and his 
Social Credit caucus is 
meeting here this week to 
prepare for the sitting. 
portance on attempts to 
reform economic relations 
between rich and poor 
n'ations. And he said 
guerrilla war in southern 
Africa "is without doubt im 
meeting's most urgent 
oolitinal issue." 
Ramphal would say only 
that there will be just ons 
Seychelles representative at 
the table Wednesday in 
Lancaster  House .  
PWA eyes 
new.link 
CALGARY (CP) - -  
Pacific Western Airlines 
will seek approval from tl~ 
Canadian transport tom. 
mission to operate a non- 
stop service between Van- 
conver and Prince Gec~e, 
B.C., it was announced 
Monday. 
Rhys Eyton, PWA 
president, saidin an ino 
terview an appeal of 
commission's rejection of 
the airline's original ap- 
plication as well u a survey 
of residents in central 
British Columbia suppurting 
the service would be sent to 
Ottawa this week. 
Currently, PWA flies 
Prince George~Vancouver, 
but is required to stop at one 
intermediate point between 
the two ceatres. 
Last month, CP Air 
jected to the non-stop ser- 
vice,  saying it provides ~M 
flights weekly in each 
direction and that its load 
factor ranged from 82 ira' 
cent to a low of 32 per cent 
between the period of May 
and August, 1976. 
PWA, the regional carrier 
in Alberta, B.C., 
Weather  
Yesterday: High: 18 law: 
10 
Today's predictions: IHll~: 
14 to 16 Low: 7 
Cloudy with s few 'showers. 
?• 
,+ .~ 
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Meet our carriers 
Thlrteen-year-old Bill Eldddge surveys the carriers in Terrace and Kitlmat woridng 
goods before delivering them to the Terrace herd to get the paper to the people. 
Trailer Court. Eldrldge is one of nearly 100 
PHILLIPONi 
 ibery c rge 
s t i cks  on  Joe  
VANCOUVER (CP) -- cancellation of the liquor 
Joseph Phiiliponi of Van- licsnce and that Philliponi 
couver was convicted in tried both directly and in- 
county court Monday for directly to persuade Mrs. 
corruptly offering and Tofini to extend advantages 
giving a bribe to a m~mber to the company in the 
of the British Columbia execution of her duties. 
Liquor Board. - " " 
County court Judge John Mrs. Toflm went to the 
Spencer allowed Whilliponi police and then attended a
to remain free pending meeting with Philliponi 
sentence June 13 when told wearing a bodypaek by 
which tte conversation was that Phillipeni was the only 
one who could look aftor his transmitted toa police van 
and recorded. ' ed mother. 
he judge suggested, 
however, that some other 
arrangements be made for 
her care, adding: "I don't 
intend to be told I am sen- 
fencing Mrs. Phiiliponi." 
Judge Spencer said the 
offer of two bottles of liquor 
and a veiled offer of travel 
business to Pia Tofini was 
clearly done corruptly and WINNIPEG (CP) -- 
with the parpooe of in- Henry de Puyjalon, 
fluencing her m regard to president of the Canadian 
the suspension of the liquor Construction Association, 
lieence ~f the Penthouse says unemployment will in- 
Cabaret. crease and social unrest will 
He acquitted Ross 
Filipponi and his sister 
Florence Pawlick who were 
also charged. 
The Penthouse liquor 
licence was suspended in
D.~ember, 1975. An appeal 
to the beard was rejected 
and these proceedings were 
followed by an appeal to the 
~.C. Supreme Court. 
Judge Spencer said that, 
on March 29, Joe Philliponi 
phoned Mrs. Tofini and 
invited her to his home to 
discuss the thencurrent 
rovineial byelectjon in 
ncouver East. 
The judge said the real 
purpose was to discuss the 
I 
TRUDEAU, LEGEFt REPRESENT CANADA 
Millions celebrate queen's jubilee 
LONDON (APt -- year!old monarch's every 
Millions of loyal subjects move as she has grown 
and flag-waving tourists gracefully older in the world 
took to the streets of Britain spotlight. 
on Monday to begin the Two million foreign 
celebration of the Queen's tourists and three million 
25-year reign. Britons from outlying areas 
• Today is silver Jubilee have streamed into London 
day, but thousands ofwell. to watch the Queen and her 
wishers began milling about husband ride in the gold 
Monday in front of state coach today, flanked 
Buckingham Palaee~ A ear by .rows of honor .qnards 
pulled up to the gates port- wearmg gold brain ann 
lng a sign that summ~ up bearskte hats, from 
the mood of the country: Buckingham Palace to St. 
"We love Liz." Paul's Cathedral for a 
For weeks, the usually re- 
served British have been in 
a festive mood, decorating 
their homes and shops with 
jubilee bunting and 
preparing for today's 
celebrations. 
Silver jubilee day is the 
biggest, most carefree 
celebration i Britain since 
Queen Elizabeth was 
crowned in Westminster 
Abbey, and the country 
needs it. 
The last quarter-century, 
_l~e~nn i the twilight of the 
Bntish Empire, marked the 
sunset o f  Britain's 
colonialism in Africa, the 
Pacific and the Caribbean. 
The Royal Navy loot its rule 
of the seas charted by Sir 
Francis Drake and Capt. 
James Cook, the pound 
plummeted, str ikes 
multiplied, and the sec- 
tarian conflict in Northern 
Ireland isturbed the soul of. 
the country. 
But through itall the mon- 
archy has flourished. Four 
royal children have grown 
up healthy, handsome and 
spirited. The Queen's 
marriage to Prince Philip, a 
man of quick wit and rugged 
common sense, seems m 
thrive. 
Britons have relieved 
their growing worries by 
avidly following their 51- 
NA TO REJECTS 
FIRST-USE PLEDGE ! .. 
VANCOUVER (CP) -- 
Five British Columbia 
residents have returned 
from an intemationsl peace 
conference in Poland de- 
termined to press the 
Canadian government for a 
declaration against the firot- 
use of nuclear weapons. 
Bert Ogden, weffare of- 
ricer for the United 
Fishermen and Allied 
Workers' Union, sa id  
Monday the proposal 
originated with delegates 
from the Warsaw Pact 
nations of Eastern Europe 
who attended the weeklong 
conference last month. 
Ogden said the NAT0 
~awers, including Canada, 
ve rejected previous 
~OspoSalS along the same 
"Either you're against the 
first-use of nuclear 
weapons, er you're not," he 
said at a news conference. 
"NATO claims this is some 
sort of trick by the socialist 
countries, but we found the 
people we met o be sincere 
ano serious. 
"They told us that, with 
the political detente that has 
developed over the past 
couple of years, the thne 
seems right to try for some 
form of military detente. It
would certainly lessen 
tensions." 
Business spotlight' 
Suicide, social unrest 
if unemployment lingers 
follow if Canada stays on its 
present economic ourse. 
The industry leader said 
that in most provinces, 
wage settlements in the 
construction field are 
running at an average of six 
per cent above last year. 
But it would be better for the 
Canadian •economy if the 
workers accepted no in- 
creases. 
He said in some parts of 
the United States, workers 
have rejected wage in- 
creases to keep plants in 
operation and preserve their 
jobs. He said Canadians are 
pricing themselves out of 
business. 
"I know of no better way 
3tate of emergency 
raised in Jamaica 
months thegovernment re-
leased all but 17 of them. 
Manley's move came a 
week after UIS. President 
Carter's wife, Rosalynn, 
opened her Latin American 
tour with a visit to Kingston 
and a sevenhour meeting 
with the prime minister. 
Some foreign observers 
specala,t~d ~he ~ visit and 
Manieys interest in im- 
proving relations with 
Washington were partly 
responsible for the gov- 
ernment's decision. " 
KINGSTON, ~an~aica 
(APt -- Prime Minister 
Michael Manley has ended a
state of emergency he 
declared in Jamaica a year 
ago after a wave of political 
and criminal violence. 
Manley left standing, 
however, the Suppression f 
Crimes Act giving police 
wide ]powers of search and 
ar resg .  
More than 500 persons 
were detained in special 
camps during the 
emergency, but in recent 
to commit economic and establish two domestic ell 
social suicide than the way prices, with consumers 
things are going in this paying a mgber rate and 
country," de Puyjalon of industry paying less, he 
Ottawa said in an interview, said. Government props for 
He said Canada's industries that cannot 
unemployment may rise to 
higher than 10 per cent. 
"Look at the bankruptcy 
rates in construction. 
Another two or three per- 
centage points of unem- 
ployment and you will have 
a great deal of social unrest 
in this country." 
Unemployment i  the con- 
struclion industry is running 
as high as 42 per cent in 
some areas, he said, "and I
don't see any signs of an 
early recovery. There is 
nothing on the architectural 
firms' drawing boards." 
Capital and talent has 
been heading south from 
Canada because it often is 30 
to 40 per cent cheaper to 
build a plant in the United 
States, said de Puyjelon. 
He said if people don't 
appear overly concerned 
about Canada's declining 
competitiveness on the 
world irading scene, it is 
because they haven't been 
told the real seriousness of 
the country's current 
eeonomio diff|calties. 
The federal .anti.inflation 
controls have begun to 
crumble, but Canada hasn't 
taken advantage of the 
breathing space they gave 
in order to make decisions 
about he needed structural 
changes in the economy, de 
Puyjalon said. 
One way to stimulate the 
economy would be to 
compete also could be 
removeo.  
He also suggested that 
growth of the civil service 
he restricted through at- 
trition, and that less 
government funds be 
allotted to the unem- 
ployment insurance 
program. 
Countries in the Middle 
East have made good use of 
resource revenue'to build up 
their industries, said de 
Puyjalon, who recently 
visited the Northwest 
Territories and flew over 
propos.ed routes for a gas 
pipeline. 
"The great majority of the 
People living there want he 
pipeline now. Their 
economx is flat. The 
territorial council says, 
'Lot's go, we're starving up 
here." 
p?elay on the pipeline 
oject is part of a in- 
decisive government at- 
titude that makes Canada 
appear lacking in aggres- 
siveness, de Puyjulon said. 
! 
GLASS HOUGHTON, 
England (CP) -- The 
scoreboard at this 
Yorkshire town cricket club 
is temporarily out of action9 
Club officials ordered the 
closing because a blackbird 
is hatching four eggs in the 
works. 
thanksgiving, service com- 
memorating the an- 
niversary. 
Prime Minister Trudeeu, 
and Gov.-Gen. Jules Leger 
will be among these at- 
tending the service. 
Elizabeth came to the 
throne on the death of her 
father, King George VI, on 
Feb. 6, 1952, and was 
crowned the following year. 
Midway through today's 
hourlong procession, the 
coach built for King George 
III, the ancestor'who lo t he 
American colonies, will 
pause at Temple Bar, the 
entrance to the city, the fa- 
moils financial square mile 
in the heart of Greater 
London. 
There, the Queen will 
accept from the lord mayor 
of the city the pearl nord 
given it by Queen Elizabeth 
I. When her hand touches 
the sword in proof of the 
monarch's sovereignty over 
the city, the Queen will 
continue a ritual dating 
back to the reign of King 
Richard in 1392. 
As she leaves Temple Bar, 
a 62-gun salute will boom 
from the Tower of London, 
whose first stones were laid 
pm Wllliam the Conqueror e centuries ago. 
Dr. Donald Coggan, the 
Archbishop of Canterbury 
and head of the Church of 
England, is to preach a 
jubilee thanksgiving sermon 
in the domed cathedral, 
completed during the age of 
King Charles II. 
An estimated 500 million 
persons in Britain and 
around the world will be 
able to view the ceremony 
on television. 
One innovative departure 
from the traditional will he 
the Queen's walkabout, a
royal gesture she 
originated. The Queen will 
.walk the quarter-mile be. 
twean the cathedral and 
Guildhall, the centre of 
• . ~t  • 
; :  
London's financial district. 
Following aluncheon with 
government officials and 
city dignitaries, she will 
broadcast a speech to the 
Commonwealth. 
The Queen ends her af- 
ternoon "with an open 
carriage ride back to 
Buckingham 4Palace. 
YELLOWKNIFE 
Ottawa fails to soothe 
northern arsenic alarm 
produce increases incancer 
among the general 
population. ' 
HoweVer, it noted that 
gofold mill workers inthe city 
I0,-000 have raised levels 
of arsenic inthelr bodies. 
Whether exposure had been 
severe enough to increase 
the chances of lung cancer 
was not known. 
Also, the report said there 
are "reasonably high levels 
of arsenic" among young 
Indian males, but why is 
something of a mystery. A 
likely possibility was that 
the arsenic, which can cause 
cancer and other disease, 
came from snow and snow 
water. 
Lalonde ordered the 
inquiry after the Indian 
brotheehond and'the USWA 
released a study that said 
dangeronsly ' high arsenic 
levels at Yellowknife have 
increased cancer deaths 
there. 
He said in a news release 
Monday he accepts the 
entire report and its 
recommendations. He said 
more data on arsenic in 
Indian people will be 
collected anda committee 
will he formed toimplement 
the recommendailoas. 
OTTAWA (CP) -- The 
inquiry into arsenic con- 
miustion at Yellowknife, 
N.W.T., gave the city's 
general population a clean 
bill of boalth Monday, but 
doubts about its findings 
were raised immediately. 
Hector Blejer, an inquiry 
consultant, said the finding 
of no health rink in the 
northern capital is wrong. 
"There's no way they can 
say there's no risk," he said 
in a telephone interview 
from Los Angeles, Calif. 
Blejer, a Canadian in-. 
dustrial health physician 
wor]dng in the U.S., became 
a consultant tothe inquiry at 
the insistence of the 
Nat iona l  Ind ian  
Brotherhood and the United 
Steelworkers of America. 
Their research helped 
initiate the inquiry, ordered 
by Health Minister Mare 
Lolonde in January. 
The three-man inquiry 
made "". interim report 
public Monday, but Blejer 
said he was not given a 
copy. Also, he was not 
consulted before the report 
was written. 
It said Yellowkalfe ar- 
senic levels appear to be 
well below those that would 
DOUGLAS' CHARGE . .  
Blackmail. threat , • • re9  ~etaJ' .t.~r- 
The report said the 
average  Yellowknife 
citizen, not exposed to ar- 
senic at work, .has no more 
chance of getting cancer 
than someone in another 
N.W.T. town. The level of 
arsenic in the atmosphere 
was acceptable but the 
report recommended 
continued monitoring. 
Tons of arsenic dust, a by- 
Weduct of the gold reflni~ 
process, have settled over 
the city since gold 
began there in 1939. No one 
has denied the existence of 
the arsenic but there has 
been a continuing con- 
troversy over whether it is 
affect~ human health. 
The inquiry report said 
arsenic emissions at 
Yeilowknife actually have 
increased in the 1970s, 
compared with the 1960s. 
They were, however, con- 
slderably lower than in the 
19506. 
"In any case, it is clear 
that further reductions in 
emission rates are 
re . red ."  
e report recommended 
that all vegetables grown in 
the area be washed 
,thoroughly because of at- 
susie in the soft. Also, it 
concluded that using 
melting snow for drinking 
water  we=wais ,  a ser ious  
hea l th  hazard .  ,. , , 
-,There awe two Indian 
villages on the outskirts 
4fellowknife, neither ot 
which have running water. 
Residents there have 
warned not to use water 
from the lake or from snow 
and must buy fresh water. 
The report recommended 
these people receive water 
at no coot. It added that beth 
Giant Yellowknife Mines 
and the Cominco mine have 
a responsibility to un- 
derwrite a water delivery 
~ r  recommendation 
is that ailinga from the gold 
mills not be used for landfill 
and that access to failings 
areas be completely 
restricted. 
They are  expected to 
make a final report in Oc- 
toher. 
1 I 
.by oil companies. 
HIGIIWA¥S - NOTIOE TO O0NTRAOTORS 
OTrAWA (CP) --Former Douglas dascrib,~l the oil dropping plans to raise the 
NDP Loader T.C. Douglas companies'• action as a cost of crude oil by $2 a 
urged the government strike, and said the summer barrel this summer. The 
Monday to withhold an wice increase should be increase is expected to add 
expected ~-abarrel oilprice withheld because of what more than three ~ents a 
increase July 1 until oil appeared to be a "threat of gallon to the cost of gasoline 
companies agree to resume' blackmail" by the com- and home heating oil. 
drilling operations in the panics. GilIesple said oil corn- 
northern Mackenzie Delta. Shell Canada Resources panics themselves must be 
• Douglas (Nanaimo- Ltd. of Calgary has also free to decide where to put 
CowichanThe. Islands) suspended exploratory oil exploration funds. The 
made the plea in the drilling in the delta, corporations were the best 
Commons following a deaf- Energy Minister Alestalr judges of drilling sites. 
sion by two major oil corn- Giilesple agreed that the 
panies--Gulf Oil Canada decision to stop drilling left Later, Douglas urged Gil- 
Ltd. of Torontoand Mobil the companies "open to the lespie to see that increased 
Oil Canada. Ltd. of charge of blackmail." prices to oil companies are 
Calgary--to suspend ex- But he said the govern- spent on oil andgas ex- 
ploratory drilling in the merit has. ~ito' intention of idoration in Canada. 
northern river delta until n 
the government decides 
whether to approve a 
pipeline from the region to 
southern markets. 
NO TRUST 
A T BC TEL 
5keena Electoral District 
Bridge Project No. 1096.  Reinforced Concrete Foundations and Struc- 
tural Steel and Wire Rope Erection. 
Confi-act No. 2: Usk Reaction Ferry and Usk Aerial Ferry 
Full size drawings and General Specifications for Highway Construction 
NOT available. 
The work consists of the construction of reinforced concrete fouddations 
and counterweights, erection of steel frames and towers to support and 
restrain track and counterweight ropes, Install ropes and self propelled 
ca rs and buffers and.or ferry carriages on the track ropes. 
Tender opening date: Thursday, July 7th, 1977 
SEALED TENDERS, on the forms and in the envelopes provided,. 
accompanied by a bid bond or certified cheque as defined vn the In. 
sfructions to Bidders, will be received by the Ministry of Highways and 
Public Works in Room 237, Douglas Building, Victoria, B.C., up to 2 p.m. 
(local Victoria time) on the day of the tender opening, at which time 
tenders will be opened in public. The lowest or any tender not necessarilyl 
accepted. 
Tender forms with envelopes, plans, specifications, and conditions of' 
tender can be obtained from the Ministry of Highways and Public Works, 
3876 Norland Avenue, Burnaby, B.C. V5G 3T3 (telephone 294.4711), or 
from the undersigned for the sum of $10. 
If available, full.size drawings can also be obtained for an additional 
$I0. 
The Ministry "General Specifications for Highway Construction," to 
which the construction of this contract shall conform, "ave also available 
for an additional $10. ,, 
Cheques or money orders shall be made payable to Mlnlster of Finance. 
No such purchases are refundable. 
h~lnisfry office hours are from 8 a.m. to 4 p.m., Monday fo Friday, 
except holidays. 
R.G. HARVEY 
Deputy Minister 
• ¢ 
Ministry of Hughways and Publio Works 
Provinoo of British Oolumbia 
I11 
VANCOUVER (OPt-The 
report of Dr.Noel Hail on the 
British Columbia Telephone 
labor dispute recommends 
improved relationships 
between the company and 
the Telecommunications 
Workers Union. 
In his 33-pnge r port, cov- 
ering more than 9,00 plant, 
traffic and clerical workers 
employed by B.C. Tel,Hall 
said there are some serious 
weaknesses in the collective 
alning process and a 
ental ack of mutual 
Irust between the parties. 
Hall said in the report re- 
leased Monday that this 
condition cannot continue 
much longer. He said the 
rtiea are reminded that 
y operate a public utility 
of vital importance to the 
community-and the com- 
munity is enUtled to the 
most efficient and 
economical service that the 
•Hartiea can provide. 11 recommendsa joint 
study by union and company 
of technological changes to 
make the union a full Itnd 
equal partner. 
The report also recom- 
mends a45.cent-an-hour pay 
increase over one year, 
retroactive to Jan. 1, 1977, 
and changes in differentiab 
pay for shift work. Hall said 
no changes should be made 
in the controversial list of 
work that cannot be con- 
tracted out by the company. 
....................................................... - ........................................... -= : "  . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  I I , I  n l ' "  - -~  
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FEAR, UNCERTAINTY 
:': i T " :/ Lack o, action 
• :-, on .  ch i ld  ab ,use  
, eto ~a~h  her letters, but 
continues to write 
He related 'a recent in- 
eident where his office 
received :'a couple of little 
.blurbs from .Vict=da" about 
a ease of child.abase...that 
occured five months earlier. 
The hospital insurance 
centre in Victoria sent the 
because each time the 
replies are a little more 
p~itive. 
The Society 'derided to 
send a letter tO Human 
Resources minister Bill 
By JEANNE AMES 
Herald staff writer 
Parents who need help to 
avoid abusing their children 
are afraid to seek it. People 
who, come' across cases of 
child abuee are afraid to 
report them. The depart- 
merit of human resources 
often fails to act on reports 
of this problem. And doe- 
,ors also abdicate their 
responsibility to point out 
these abuses, even when 
c~ar medical evidence 
reveals mistreatment of 
'youngsters. 
With such barriers in the 
path of a meaningful 
response to the problem, 
concerned citizens often feel 
• they have nowhere to turn 
when they want to help. 
It was this frustration 
aboutTerrace's child abuse 
~oblem that dominated 
cnssion, Monday, at a 
meeting of the Community 
Resources Society. 
"I really feel that 
Mother's Time Off (a local 
"blurb#' so that the Human Vsuder Zalm urging that he 
Resources staff in Terrace "implement th~findi.ag, s. fo 
could help both'the parents the Berger Commzsamn 
and the c]dld... Report on child abuse and 
"We can't respond to Cldldren's ri~hta, maldng 
situations unless we know them a first primdty item". 
about them. And five Members generally 
months later ts toolate." agreed_ that much of the 
He said that his office problem for the community. 
and Human Resources is ~ee to answer all reports, 
porhe~ ~ hack in- that hereare nochannels 
brm~t to tell them what go through that a renot  
• has been done. obstructed asily by wesen~ 
And, in many cases, laws. 
nothing can be done. The organization, in 
There must be positive Harrison's opinion, must 
proof that abuse is taking spearhead a lobby for t~  
%~torn  community to get the 
who ~ ~ e a t  government to change 
suspected cases are wesent laws. 
reluctant tosay them is any • A committee was a~su 
medical evidence of begun to handlethe problem 
abuse...evenwhen there is. in the. community, and to 
They do not want to deal also try and tie to~ether 
organization) isJust a band- with the pesaible legal some of the efforts being 
aidto the real problem," wrnn~les. ~ ich  may in- made by other organimtions 
said Nan Harrison, a dude geins to court and in Terrace., ~ o g
member of the soolety, sivin~ ksllmonY. Gall Kirk, member of the 
"I honestly feel it (child It is up.to the dsetor, to society, said She felt it 
abase) is a problem, and it deeide ffthe inJuries treated important hat they coot- 
is a responsibility of com- are a result of abuse or were dinate not just these but all 
munity services. We have to obtained through a normal their activities in sneha way 
institute some program of fall or other accident. .that hey are not duplicellng~ 
help and protection." That is where.some cases the functions of other local " 
Harrison later clarified come to a halt, ~roups, 
her.feeling about Mother's Anonby assured the 
Time Off; she called It a meeting that Ida office acts 
valuable organization i  the ~on)~y Oil any rel~.rto, DRA 
community but reiterated ~a~£inl~.fllm for previous WILL IAMS TOP ___  W 
her earlier assertion that it wublen~ with .the same 
"simply wasn't enough." family. A memo is sent to 
Kirby Kennedy, a con- Vieteriaabout incidents. 
corned parent who came as The adminktrator fMilk 
a ~p~est tothe meeting, said Memorial Hospital, John 
that most parents who need Allen, expresaedhis concern 
help to avoid abusing their about he problem locally. 
children are afraid to get it. He fee]sit is,not only a 
People who come across oroblem in Terrace but in 
eases.of child abuse are also ~'th~whole ofCanada". 
afraid; she said, to report "Something like 52 per 
them; They don't want to - cent of all child injuries are 
get involved. ................ ~ parent inflicted,, ~hc said., 
n Throe owl~o ~de Ige~'~n- ~'But let's say yon,-ha~"ii 
volved, the people that she case of child abuse, what do 
and others have '~vorked .you do?" 
our butts off" to convince His ~nestion was directed 
about the need to report to Kirby Kennedy. She 
evidence, often meet little responded with the 
response from officials at procedure one must go 
Human Resources. thrsu~h to r~t  a case. 
But Dan Anonby, the Allen said impatiently, 
depar tment ' s  local  ,,Yes, but unless you've got 
supervisor says_ there are some sort of court order, 
several problems in yon cen't do anything." 
responding to a report of an Nan Harrison toId the 
abase, meeting "that she had 
written several letters "as a "Very often we get into a 
situation where a report parent" to the Minister of 
comes in that may appear )luman Resources "right on 
on the surface to be child down". 
abase. We may have a "Eve?'yone has a lot of 
strong suspicion in our of- sympathy, but not much 
fi~e. that it is abuse. But e~e? ' .  . ".. 
unless we have proof, 
there's nothing that can be Kennedy said that she had 
done." had much • the same 
• Laheurcon~s.  Co lumbia  labour  -' 
'" On Thursday, the con- COLLdE2E G~AD terence mannsement process." S will deal with the 
• . • ~ topics: the De l~ent  of It is billed as being of 
Univers y g C Wilkeu, B.Ed.; Donald labour in B.C., the labour interest o all levels "from 
from Northwestern B . . ,  Mac keas ie ,  B .Sc .  movement in B.C., shop steward to business 
European approaches to .agent, and foreman to 
from .the three major (honenrs); Carol Wollncott, labonr-msuagemont president." Aportion of the 
Universities in the provmce, B.SO. 
are listed below, of Prince Ruimrt graduates: relations, and the role of the second day will be used to 
From the University MaeLee, lLA.;RubertMah, Labour Relations Board discuss participants' ideas 
Victoria: David Lewis, B Comm ; Helen Moore, under the new labour cede. in developing and ongoing 
B.A;i Norma Dando, B.Ed, " ' Friday's topics ~ will be: forum ot education and 
James Francis, B.Ed., and education and industriaf development for union, B.SO.N. - 
Smashers, graduates: relations training in B.C., management and govern- 
Ellen Bastin, a Masters James Morteneen, B. App. Canada Employment and ment through the audpices 
Degree in Education. So . ;  Mary-E l izabeth 
From Simon Fraser Bnchor, '  B.Ed.; Jonhn Immigration Commission, of Northwest Community 
Perry, gb., Lui~i Ressi, 
Boso~oo o ' ' i1_ 
University: Victor Bell, 
Masset, B.A.; John Bakker~ 
Smithers, B.A. ; Rod 
Mc!nnes, South Hazelton, 
B.A:~ and a former Terrace 
resident, Betty Barton,who 
received all her public sh-. 
cool., education here, has 
finished her B.A. 
From the University of 
BritiSh Columbia, Kitimat 
students: Isto Korhonen, B. 
App,. So.; Karl Heinz, B. 
App,' Sc.; Fortunate 
Bellantoni, B.A.; Vivian 
A Stewart gradute: 
Lawrence HewS,t, B.App.Se. 
Terrace ~graduates: 
Francis Dodd, B.A.; Brenda 
Taft, B.Ed.;,Robert Weber, 
B.SO.; Ladnda Trlgo, B.Se.; 
Margaret ~ere ,  B.Se.. - 
From Top]ey Landing, 
Anthony Son~l~gate received 
an M.A. He took his .an- 
dergraduate degree at 
U.B.C. u well. 
ummer otf-seaso, 
contract 
grubbing, excavation of- 
t,162,700 cubic yards of 
roadway, and drainage, 
installation of 8,674 feet of 
culvert and hauling of 
,385,4~0 tons of gravel base to 
make the route "ready' for 
paving, contract on which 
Will be called later. 
The no,horn end of the 
project, 13.64 miles north of 
l)endek Creek at a new 
highway alignment ap- 
W~ximatoly. a half. mile 
south of Casslar District Lo~ 
3411, loins another s im~r 
section of realigned high- 
way now being co=trueted. 
Weekend produtioni 
. ." .,' 
• ' t~L .. 
A T EMPLO YMENT TALK 
A luncheon address by associations In Canada, 
lX Ovincial labour mink.ter labour education in Canada 
Allan Williams wm and future possibilities, and 
highlight a Joint union- the Workers' Compensation 
management conference on Board. 
industrial relatimm being The two-day conference is i: 
• held at the Terrace Hotel~ being sponsored by the 
Thursday, June 9, and Skeena Manpower  
~ .Fridayk Jtine:10..: "~. ~ ,:;,! i •Development Commit, e# 
"Guest Speakers "at the '(SMDC) in conjunction with 
conference will include: the provincial government. 
Jim Matkin, Associate SMDC began as a unique 
deputy minister of labour; venture of labour and 
Chuck Connahan, v ice -  management represen- 
president of administrative tatives in the Pacific nor- 
services at UBC; Jonn thwest, and has already 
Bai~ent, vice-chah'm M entered into a study and 
the Labour Relations Board action program regardin~ 
of B.C.; Dr. Waiter Hard- the particular concerns ot 
wick, deputy n~ter  of this region. 
education; lan Thompson, The committee now in- 
director general of  the dudes representation from 
Unemployment Insurance regional districts and 
Commission; William support from the provincial 
Hamilton, president of the ndnister of labour, Nor- 
Employers Council of B,C,; thwest Community College, 
Jack Manion, acting deputy and Canada Manpower. 
minister of the De~tment SMDC initiated the 
of Manpower and I s -  Conference to "offer an 
migration; and Art Kuhe, 
regional director of l~rU~a~ for all levels of Management to
education for the Canadian discuss the British 
structure of, man~sgement College. 
Highway 
Highways and Public 
Works Minister Alex V. 
Fraser has announced 
another contract for the 
reconstrueUon of a 14-mile 
stretch of the 350-mile 
Stewart-cosaiar Highway 37 
federal-provincial highway 
development program, this 
one starting at Derrick 
Creek to a point 13.64 miles 
north, has been called for, 
with tenders returnable on 
June 2~. 
Sco~ of the work is in. 
dicated in the statistics of 
the project which inelud~ 
327 acres of clearing ann 
OONFIDENTIAL SEORETAIIY 
Required immediately .for Manager, 
Federal Business Development Bank, 
Terrace.. Duties Include typing of 
conf ident ia l  and general 
correspondence; preparat ion and 
maintenance of confidential staff 
records; Internal accounting func- 
tions and supervision of.clerical staff. 
Proficiency in typing, dictaphone and 
shorthand and a sound kno~ledgq of 
modern Office routines and 
procedures is essential. Excellent 
staff benefits and working conditions. 
Salary ¢.ommensurate with. ex- 
perlence, Please forward resume to 
undernoted ad~lress or telephone Mr. 
Kartasheff or Mr.  Cousins at  635-4951 , 
8 A M-4 .P  ~ for an appointment, 
4548 Lak61se Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C., 
VeG 1 PC. 
, -  r .~  
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Brother Joshua, Sister Nora, and Sister l)~othy of the Pigpen commune 
are sheath ere. Don't get upset...they're Just some of the characters in 
the play ,'.'Big Rock at Candy's Mountain", being put on by the Skeena Jr. 
Secendary Thea/re Arts Program. THIS Friday and Saturday, 8:00 p.m. 
at the R~E.M. Lee Theatre. 
• . ! ~ .  ! ! I ' ~ . .  ~ /~:~:  ~. .  .... ,_ mint  . , , ,  ~~~. : : , .  . . . . . .  .mmmmmm I , m, " ~ ~.: 
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99 
excursion fares save you 20% 
on yournext round trip south! 
You always wanted to make the trip 
aboard the "Queen of Prince Rupert". 
Now you can afford it! 
To take advantage of these new fares 
you must book passage 30 days in 
advance, purchase you.r ticket 14 days 
prior to sailing. (It's a good idea to 
Car and Driver (inclusive) 
Adult,Passenger 
Child (6-14 years) 
=. 
Motor Homes, Campers, 
P ckup, and Panel Trucks* 
(inciuding driver) 
reserve your stateroom too!) 
You have upto sixty days to complete 
your return trip. A family consisting of 
two adults, thr.ee children in a station 
wagon can save $8700 during the 
summer, $37.00 after September 30. 
Plan ahead and save 20%• 
e 
(round trip only) • 
$168.00 $112,00 
72,00 48,00 
36.00 24.00 
6'6" or less in height 
168.00 t 112.00 
over 6'6" in height 'i'] 
200.00 144.00 
, i 
*Rates shown:are for vehicles up to 20 feet in length. Vehicles o~;er 20 feet 
' ' .  .' and trailers Will pay the excursion rate of $6.40 per foot ($4,80 off-season) 
' ' . for each additional foot, round trip. Save 20% here toot 
, . ¢ 
• BRITISH COLUMBIA FERRYCORIN RNTION 
See your travel agent or phone Prince Rupert 624-9627 
i, 
S M S l l  
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Bennett ignores 
public opinion 
Premier Bennett and his cabinet returned to 
Victoria from the city of Nelson last week having 
been heckled, jostled and jeered by a crowd of 
more than 500 demonstrators. 
Over 300 protestors jogged alongside Bennett 
early in the morning and most of the businesses in 
the normally-sleepy Kootenay community slam- 
. med shut their doors to show their disgust with the 
Soored government. 
The issue which so provoked the ire of Nelsonites ' 
.was Notre Dame University, British Columbia's 
fourth- often forgotten - four-year, degree-granting 
institution. 
Notre Dame has been a thorn in the side of 
provincial governments since its inception in the 
1950's. Founded by the Catholic Church, the 
university achieved public, degr~-granting status 
in 1963. 
By the late sixties, Notre Dame's ties with the 
Catholic Church were severed and' it became an 
independunt, non.sectarian university. It was at 
that time, and from then on, that the institution 
sought o become B.C.'s fourth public university. 
The problem faced by Notre Dame, as with so 
many other independent universities across the 
continent, has been one of funding. The sharp 
declin.~[n e~Imen! ; /g tne~al ly ,  coupled with 
spiralling inflation ~Id~6il the i~niversity in a state 
of perpetual economic risis. This is turn created 
uncertainty about the future of the institution and 
discouraged students from attending. 
The one thing that Notre Dame has enjoyed, 
however, is the almost complete support of the 
community it serves - something which can be said 
of few other universities. 
To Nelson and much of the Kootenays, Notre 
Dame has provided the focus for educational and 
cultural activities. Economically, its 400 to 800 
students have brought an additional financial boost 
to an area which needs the help. 
Yet because it does fit a tidy category in the 
department of education funding program, Notre 
Dame has suffered from the effects of an 
unimaginalive bureaucracy dedicated to bigness 
and cuntrafism. 
The former Social Credit government completely 
ignored Notre Dame's needs. 
When the NDP government came to office in 
1972, they commissioned the Cowan report which 
recommended that Notre Dame become one 
campus of a Kootenay institute which, in effect, 
would serve  as a fourth public university. 
Education bureaucrats could not accept this, 
however, so Dr. Walter Hardwick of UBC was 
sated to work out some proposal for the future of 
Notre Dame• 
Hardwick's recommendations called for a mish- 
mash arrangement which would have had UBC or 
Simon Fraser  University's offering third and 
fourth year programs at the Nelson campus. 
Finally, as a result of a strong, united stand by 
the Nelson community, a compromise was 
reached. It would have had Notre Dame serve as 
the campus of a fourth public university for the 
interior of British Columbia. 
However, when the current Social Credit 
government came to power, this proposal was 
rejected and with the resurgence in influence of an 
inflexible, insensit ive ducat ion bureaucracy ,  
under the direction of Dr. Pat McGeer, Notre 
Dame's needs were once again ignored. 
Is it any wonder then that the Socred cabinet 
faced the barrage of abuse they did in Nelson last 
week? 
What they offered Notre Dame was a proposal to 
fire the faculty, and create a "University centre" 
which would "eventua l ly  permit  Kootenay 
residents to receive a college diploma." 
In essence, they were offering the people of 
Nelson, Notre Dame's extinction on a platter. 
Did they expect to get cheered? 
Such insepsivity on the part of a provincial 
government is indeed remarkable. It is perhaps 
telling of the effects on a premier who has not held 
one evening, community meeting in this province 
since his election. 
Before the cabinet reviews its decision on Notre 
Dame, as it appears it will, it might be wise for the 
premier to get out in the communities of this 
province- especially the interior and northern ones 
- and listen to what the public is saying. 
Otherwise, the people of communities throughout 
this province could well be faced with Notre 
Dames's of their own. 
Magazine on the exciting 
diabetes research being 
done at Connaught 
Laboratories. Connanght's 
Dr. Anthony Sun is a con- 
temporary of the Dr. Tze 
you mention in your letter 
and, indeed, I believe some 
of their work is along 
parallel ines. Some of Dr. 
Sun's research funds also 
come from government, but 
Voice of the readers 
Clarifying ideas about diebetes 
• Editor, Terrace Herald accusations, particularly product and to the for- percen[. " ' l eficlose for your in- rather obvious competitive 
the statement that in the mulations for the many You have expressed, formation, copies of articles reasons, uchinformatlon is 
space of a "short time" the different kinds of insulin concern for the pensioners from the Toronto Globe & for internal corpo.rato use Mall and Maclean's only and is not released to • .On April 30, 1977, Mr. W.C. 
Ditmsrs, Past President of price of insulin has risen 400 produced today. These who have to pay these in- 
the Prince George Branch of percent. • range from the standard creased prices. Your 
the Canadian Diabetic First of all, the change insulins to the harder-to- goverfiment in British 
Association, sent to you a from a 40-unit, 10co vial of produce specialty products. ' Columbia already covers 
copy of n letter that he had insulin to the new 100-unit After 1922, the price of in- the cost of insulin and 
written to Canada vial is not merely a matter salin declined steadily, until syringes for pensioners and~ 
Development Corporation- of "strength being in- it stabilized in the 1940's. l understand, ls considering 
Connaught Laboratories crease". The 100-unit, 10cc And though costs of a plan to cover at least part 
Ltd. about increases In the vial of Insulin Toronto production roase, the price of these costs for all 
price of insulin. He contains 1,000 units of in- was maintained until 1967. I diabetics. Prince Edward 
requested that the letter be sulin; the 40-unit, 10co vial suggest hat few preducta Island also covers diabetic 
published In your Letters to ' contained 400 units. The 100- can match that perled of 45 expenses in this way. But 
the Editor column, unit size is thus equivalent years without an increase, what about other diabetics 
• .In view of the number of to two and one-half vials of Certainly the cost of insulin not assisted this way? 
factual errors in Mr. Dlt. the 40-unit size. A cost of 90 source material did not. The average diabetic on 
mars' letter, I have at- cents in 1974 for a 40-U vial Between 1961 and 1976, the insulin uses 30 to 40 units per 
taehed a copy of our reply to is not directly comparable cost of pancreas glands, the day - a cost of about 15 cents 
him, and request that it be to the $3.50 cost for a 100-U component froin which daily at today's prices. 
given equal prominence if vial today. The correct insulin is extracted, rose 400 Those requiring corn- 
you did publish Mr. DIt- comparison is that 1,000 percent. The costs of bination or larger deses, 
mars' letter, units of 40-U insulin would materials,  chemicals,  .spend at most 50 cents per 
packaging, and labour day. Even these very few 
during the same period also people' who, because ot 
roane dramatically. These sensitivity,, must take the 
factors resulted in f ive'  more expensive Sulphated 
Gar~ Hopkins 
Director of Com- 
munications. 
Ear Mr. Dltmars: 
In responding to your 
comments about insulin 
~ rice increases, I must egin by correcting the 
ice base on which you 
have cost $2.25; 1,000 units 
today cost $3•50. That 
represents a 55.6 percent 
increase - nowhere near 
your claim of 400 percent. 
Connaught first began to 
produce insulin in 1922. 
From the first crude for- 
mu lat ions ,  constant  
researc h led to .l~..rfe.ctio.n 
overal price increases since Insulin may face a cost of 
1967, but in total over the about 90 cents per day. At 
decade since 1967, total the lower extreme, the 
increase has been in the doeage costs less than a cup 
neighbourhood f85 percent of coffee or a bus ride; at the 
at most - still a long way otherend, aboutthecestofa 
from your claim of 400 package of cigarettes• 
astheartieleststas, Dr. Sun statement there that..."at 
came to Connaught Connaught Laboratories, 
Laboritories because they increased volume assisted 
are a good place to engage in reduction of I~sss." 
in the research e wanted to I would like to invite you, 
the public. 
You also note that Canada 
Development Corporation 
showed net earnings of 
$22,539,000 in 1976, and 
imply that profits from 
Connaught Laboratories 
contributed significantly to 
that total. I refer you to 
page 24 of the CDC's 1976 
annual report, a copy of 
which is enclosed, and to the 
do. Dr. Sun's research is by if you are ever in Toronto, to 
no means the only research visit the Connaught 
cost borne by Connaught. Laboratories, and tour the 
Substantial expenditures insulin plant. Many 
are made each year are diabetics, singly and in 
hack-up research to comply groups, have done so. When 
with. an ever.proliferating they see the effort and ex- 
number of government pease needed to transform 
regulationa;additonalfunds 7,500 pounds of frozen 
are spent on our pancreas into one pound of 
programmes of research insulin crystals, they, to a 
and development of purer person, express amazement 
and higher-quality insulins, at how we can manage to no 
• this and still provide insulin 
You request in your letter at such low cost. 
certain financial in- 
formation on insulin Garth Hopkins 
production costa and Director of Corn- 
research funding. For municatlons 
Some support 
for our staff 
Editor, in the "50 years ago" page, 
The Herald a picture of the C.N.R. 
Station and passengers was 
We thank you for your printed a few errors may he 
letter advising us that the corrected• The date was 
Herald subscription runs 
out. 
NOW l"H,K'r "II~t Mh'fOR, AND 
An MLA's report, 
l"kN  DAVE MARONE ' 
Looking -i  food prices 
Industry in the Fraser 
Va l ley•  Market ing  
Agricultural products in 
B.C. Marketing Board and 
the Fruit Industry. 
Mr. "Johann (John) 
Pankratz - Co-ordinator of 
Produce Marketing Boards 
section of study• 
Education: 
Undergraduate - U.B.C. 
B.S.A. 
Graduate University of 
Toronto• 
Guelph major in Animal 
Nutr|ti6n, Biochemistry & 
Statistics. 
P.II.D. Oregon State 
University. 
Harvard Business School on 
Advanced International 
Marketing, plus rural ap- 
praisal and real estate. 
Experience: 
Vice-President of Marketing 
for Superior Farming .in 
Bakersfield, California. 
Director of Economics 
Alberta Government. 
His experience will be 
valuable in comparing U.S. 
Marketing to that in B.C. 
Mr. Robin "Smith - B.S.A., 
M.B.A., P Ag., will co- 
ordinate the research into 
the processing, wholesaling 
and retailing industries. 
Education: 
B.S.A. in Food Science- 
U.B.C. 
M.S.A. Business Policy 
Management Simon 
Fraser. 
Experience: 
Specifically involved in 
solving technical economic 
and management problems 
in the Food, Fisheries and 
Agricultural products and 
processing industries. 
These four will be assisted 
by other very capable 
people. Research associates 
are Paul Christie. Stafford 
L. Hardy, Dan Schroeder 
and Ralph Tawsley, With 
years of packing house 
experience. 
The Research Assistants 
are :  
Ted Horbulyk 
John Kidder.  
John Kilts -. son of Warren 
Kilts, Dean of Agriculture 
Daniel Lutz. 
Mervyn Mulldoon. 
George T. Olesh. 
Kathleen Stupich - Daughter 
of Dave Stupich,' former 
Minister of Agriculture 
Byard M. Wood. 
These people were chosen 
with agreement of a l l  
Commit tee  members  
regardless of Party, which 
is a good start tokeep the 
Committee non-political. We 
hope many organizations 
and individuals will take 
interest and present their 
views to the Committee. Mr. 
Len Bawtree, M.L.A., 
Par l iament  Buildings, 
Victoria, is Chairman. For 
those that haven't seen all 
the reports, the Committee 
members are: 
Len Bawtree - Chairman 
Harvey Shroeder 
Secretary "
Hon. Don Phillips. 
Hon. Jim HeweR. 
Walter Davidson. 
Jerry Strongman. 
Cyril Shelford 
David Stupich. 
Barbara Wallace. 
Chris D'Arcy. 
WINNIPEG ICP) -  
Dogs have been used 
recently in helping conlK~.l 
contagious disease out- 
breaks. They remove dead 
and dying ducks, thereby 
reducing sources of in- 
fection to healthy birds in 
the marsh. Retrievers 
perform dual roles in 
waterfowl conservation by 
reducing the loss of cripples 
during hunting and by 
aiding .in , waterfowl 
management programs. 
by Cyril M. Sheiford 
The first hearin~ of the 
Agriculture ancl Food 
Committee was held in 
Parksville on Vancouver 
Island with fairly good 
attendance, specially from 
the Farm Community. The 
only disappoiniment was the 
lack of interest from the.  
consumer groups, with only 
ose appearing. 
It is hoped we will hear a 
great deal more from this 
group in the months ahead 
when the Committee 
resumes hearings, after the 
Legislative Session which 
starts on June 13th. 
Hearings will be. held in 14 
other centres around the 
province, including Prince 
Rupert and Smithers. 
Garry Bunks, Chairman 
of the Land Commission, 
appeared before the 
Committee today and 
discussed with them some of 
the problems facing the 
Commission. Many in- 
dividuals and organizations 
appeared, both for and 
ag.ainst the Land Com- 
msssmn, and the strongest 
message of all during the 
two-day hearings was the 
cost of the land freeze, 
should be borne by the total 
community of B.C. and not 
only by the farm com- 
munity, which is thecase 
now.  
The main concern was for 
older people that Wished to 
retire yet couldn't sell their 
farm as a farm and locked 
into the land freeze and 
couldn't sell for other uses. 
It was felt by many that 
most people support the 
need to keep our farm land 
and should be called on to 
show their sincerity by 
paying a special tax, which 
would builda fund to buy out 
such people wishing to leave 
farming, then rent it out to 
young people wishing to 
start farming. 
Many asked for lower 
taxes,'being as they were 
locked into a single use. One 
of the questions I'm asking, 
which I hope organizations 
will address themselves to 
in future hearings, is the 
question of how does a 
young person start in far- 
ruing with high costs in 
many commodities, such as 
eggs, broilers, turkeys, 
dairying, pototatoes and 
several others. This is a 
very serious question when 
the Land Commission locks 
them into farming, "but 
what can they get into"?, 
other than beef, which is not 
practical on small acreages. 
O~ research committee 
is the best ever assembled 
by a Committee and I would 
like to list some of their 
names and qualifications: 
D IRECTOR OF  
RESEARCH - Mr. Norman 
S. Dace. 
Education - ,B.C. Economics 
- University of Alberta. 
M.B.A, Queens 
University Kingston, 
Ontario. 
Mr. Duce has a great deal of 
experience with many 
Companies, including Peat- 
Marwick Co., Imperial 0il, 
Toronto, and Industrial 
Relations Manager at loco 
Refinery, the City of 
Calgary, Alberta, Depart- 
ment of Industry, and has 
carried out several studies 
such as: Shopping Centre 
Location Study, Hotel 
Development, Inctustrial 
Plant Location, Product 
development for major 
retailers, pricing policy for 
major importer witl~ 
nat iona l  d is t r ibut ion  
system. 
Mr. J. Richter, whp will 
head the Land Use Research 
section of the inquiry was 
educated in Belgrade and 
the University of Berlin and 
Graz. He has a great deal of 
experience in Research. 
especially Land Use Pattern 
and Range Management in
Chiicotin. Land use in the 
Fraser Valley.' Poultry 
July 1st, 1925, (not 1930) and 
the train expected, was the 
We will then continue at regular passenger f om Pr. 
thecurrent rate• At first, the Rupert (not excursion). A 
change to a daily paper was July 1st parade was waiting 
not a welcome one, but we to greet it. 
have since decided that it is This is authentic as we 
now a very good paper, were two of the people on the 
The "50 years ago" platform, and many old 
column is extremely in- friends were there. 
teresting, as old friends rind. " The pi~:tui'e of the :new 
relatives are often men- Council Chamber formerly 
tions, and bring back the quiet and dignified Court 
memories ofthe happy days Room bears a "cluttered" 
and years in Terrace. look, and a far cry from the 
We first went there to live orderly, and well planned 
in 1923, and with the ex- Council Chamber of other 
c eption of a few years in years. The talking sticks 
Prince Rupert, resided until were in a good place in the 
1941, when my husband, " entrance hall. 
Judge C.J. Norrington All these criticisms meant 
retired. in a kindly manner by 
Looking at an issue of Yours very truly, 
Wednesday, May lath when, Dorothy L. Norrington' 
SMALL ISLAND 
EYES SOCIALISM 
Albert Rene, leader 
of the left.wing Seychelles 
People's United party, who 
installed himself as 
president in a weekend 
coup, wants to see the tiny 
Indmn Ocean group of 
islands turned into a 
socialist state• 
Rene's close relations 
with Moscow will have 
Western allies watching 
closely, concerned the move 
might give. the Russians 
increased influence in the 
Indian Ocean. 
Other changes--based on
Rene's past statements-- 
might see an end to trade 
relations with South Africa, 
a slowdown of the fledgling 
tourist industry, a greater 
emphasis on relations with 
Black Afrida and an end to a 
U.S. tracking station on the 
main island.' 
The coup may also strain 
relations with Britain, the 
colonial power that gave 
Seychelles independence a 
year ago. 
"I believe we must evolve 
our own system of socialism 
. here and I think it will take a 
number of years," Rene has 
said. "Therefore, there is 
¢~lenty ofscope for a lot to be 
one for the people of 
Seychelles on the way to 
socialism." 
Rene, who led an 11-year 
campaign for independence 
which on occasion turned to 
violence, feels the islands 
ment was concerned. The 
development of Seychelles 
did not matter, purely 
because to them Seychelles 
was a strategic island sod it 
came within the context of 
their defence policy." 
Rene, who is white, feels 
relations with South Africa 
should be phased out. He 
maintains that economtc 
relations with South 
Africa--where many of the 
Seychelles' imports origi- 
nate--are not important. 
"The way we look at it is 
this: first, we condemn the 
policies that now exist in 
South Africa. We think it is a 
policy that encourages man 
to lose his dignity and, of 
course, having a socialist 
policy we think it is essential 
a struggle continues so that 
these sort of systems can be 
removed.". 
He also has said that he is 
against any country having 
bases in the Indian Ocean. 
"We almost originated the 
idea that the Indian Ocean 
should be a peace zone," he 
said. "We do have certain 
connections with th~ United 
States (a tracking sta~on). 
Our policy should be to 
gradual ly  d ismant le  
anything that puts us in a 
position where we are aiding 
and abetting a sttudtion of 
conflict." 
And while Rene denies 
any plans for a Soviet base-- 
will be able to become self- "It is absolutely.unthinkable 
sufficient, we should ever support a 
"My party has always felt polity of the Soviet Union 
that Seychelles has a very having any military con- 
great potential. We based nection"--some observers 
our mare argument in favor believe that aid, which the 
of independence on the fact islands badly need, from the 
that Seychelles has never Soviet Union would have 
been developed eco- such a price tag on it. 
nomically. There is also the question 
"It has just been a of the joint U.S..British base 
question of laissez-faire as on controversial Diego 
far as the British govern- Garcia. 
) 
t 
They'll all be watching 
Cruguet in the Belmont 
NEW YORK (AP) - -  A 
member of the New York 
Racing Assoc ia t ion 's  
~bllcity sta!f sat_at her. 
desk high asove belmont 
Park and arranged for a 
writer from Paris Match to 
the Grand Fal ls,  N.B., ' eritlcism," says Tareotte. 
native during a lunch of -"I thoughtall thecriUeism I 
coffee and a piece of fried got with .the horse was 
chicken. "And he's had unwarranted. I knew they 
those people 10o per cent 
behind him." 
• .Although Cruguet has 
• interview Jean Cruguet, ridden Seattle Slew to eight 
racing's man of the hour and victories in eight races; the 
man on the spot. Frenchman has been 
Down in the basement in criticized publicly by 
the jockey's  room, ann trainer John Campo and by 
Turcotte talked about what members of the press. 
it might be like for Cruguet, But trainer Billy Turner 
who rides for the Triple and owners Karen and 
Crown aboard Seattle Slew Miekey Taylor have nothing 
in Saturday 's  Belmont- but praise for the jockey 
Stakes. And he recalled how they call Gene. 
it was when he rode the Big Turcotte did not escape 
Horse--Secretariat, the 1973 crit icism when he rode 
Triple Crown winner. Secretariat. 
" Jean handles pressure "Anybody that 's  not  
• pretty good/'  said Turcotte, - f lashy is going to get 
didn'& know what they were 
talk)~g about but you 
alwxys wonder whether the 
people you're working for 
are listening to it." 
Then, hepraised Lucien 
Laur in ,  Secretar ia t ' s  
French-Canadian trainer. 
"The only thing he ever 
told me,"  Turcotte 
remembered, "was 'Ronule, 
you know the horse. So use 
your own judgement." 
As for the pressure 
created by the prospect of 
"winning the Triple Crown, 
Tureotte said much depenos 
on the horse. 
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TOP CANOEIST. 
He's losing interest 
TORONTO (CP)  - -  John events--both singles at 500 the singles, so I'd rea l ly  like 
Wood is hoping a tour of and 1,000 metres Saturday to see what could happen in 
canoeing events in Eur~iPe s , and the two tahdem races the C-2. All the woi'k in- 
will restore some ever the same distances volved in climbing to the 
interest in the sport. Sunday--to head a list of again in the singles mlillit 
The Montreal Olympics paddlers named to the heveheen too muen:or me. 
silver medallist won [our Canadian team from a "This gives me a whole 
S~TThieai selection meet. new area to explore, ff I 
three-week tour, hadn't had a doul)les part? Yo ung ,~ , , ,  june 20. includes her . . . I 'd QI...o~ht abeut 
international regattas at packing it al l in. '  
Belgrade, Yugoslavia, and The women's kayak team Bobick Nottingham, England. is made up of Sue Holloway 
' T h e 2 6 - y e a r - o I d of Ottawa, Karen Luknno/ch kille ~ = , = a u , ,  ont., paddler of Beaconsfield, Que., Ann 
d said he was surprised that Dodge of Waverley, N.S., 
he  won the four weekend andLncieGuayofMantreal. 
BOY~,~US, M~ian. (AP) - -  races, the tandems with 20- 
M',.',""," Briefs Bobick, the younger of the clubmate Gregg Smith, who 
Battling Bobick Brothers, is alse finished second in beth 
dead at the age of 25. singles races. 
• Bobiekwan-kil ledabout8 "these were my first KENSIL  
p.m. Sunday when the car races of any importance 
"lf the horse is not coming he was driving left Mln- since the Olympics, and I RES IGNS 
nsaota 238 two miles west ox know I need  the in. iSport s up goed, that adds te the ternational competition te NR.W YORK (AP) - -  J im Kensil,.right-hand man pressure," said Turcotte. Bowlns, hit a power pole and cheek out if the desire's Ull to commissioner Pete 
"We had been beating those rolled over. ' 
horses fairly easy and he Terrace Colts left-hander seen here throwing smoke was The state patrol said there. • Rozelle since 1961, resigned "These European meets Monday as executive 
had bean training well. lf¢It credited with his teams lms in the flrst game o(a  d°ubte" Bobick, who was alone in the will tell the story director of the Natloml 
confident he would run the header.agAinst Houston Bees Sunday. ear, died about an hour aftor .nwhether l 'm still there 
race of his life (in the the accident. Belmont which he won by 31 Bobick had a record of 38 physically, technically and Football Leng0e to I ~  REDS STILL president of New ,ork  Jess. TIED , o~,= and seven defeats psychologically." Kensil will JOin the Jets MEt 
~' since turning pref~stonulin Wood admitted his era- Monday a~! will re lm.  t d FOR FIRST PLACE phasis on canoeing has them at league meeunp 1972. For a time he was a our Canadiens name ~ sparring partner for '~ i f ledth isyear to tendem F heavyweight  champion from singles. _ next week. 
,Weekend action left th ree  Tom Doolis and Rob FYaaer- Muhammad All. " I  know what I can do in ROGERS 
• _ _ s i s - -  teams tied for first place in picking up the wins. Brian 
~A ,~a~,a .~, [ ,  ~ , |U |  ' f , t | |  t '~q 'g" t r  q '~g '211~ the Bulldey Valley Baseball DubisovandI)a.ve.M~r. sh.ail _ . HONORED 
LU /l/ t I lrlL i=X I I 'OLC I ,  I L CXII!: Le~e@~ce Red's, Smithars ~ees. cre°!teu wim me. k lnr fhm=n  lln .zw VOSK (a,) - 
• and Houston each have l0  Bill Janzen won both I IV / l , I  l |  I I v I  | ww |s  s Righthanded pitcher Steve 
MONTREAL (CP)  - -  were defenceman Borje total of 270 points--54 first- points, but .smithers and games 2-1 and 10-6 fo r  ' Rogers ~ Montreal E zpo~ 
Four members of Montreal Salming of Toronto.Maple place choices on a 5-3-1 Houston have two games in Houston who playea a.g.ai~mt .~ p r~4a and Inn Bell  "Mike made his nresence who fireo me sncona 
Canndienswere seleeted to Leafs and centre Ma im poinm oas is . . _ ,  hand. ... the Col~ here . . J im l teuer  seor~l~ ' fo r theTer raee  known with his very hit~rof.hi'sha.sebaH.e~m~. 
the National Hockey Dionne of Los Angeles Laneur  ann uryaen are Followin in fourm and Run n.awmsKy were , , ,_,s.__.  ,,. i . . , ,  ,i,o,,, to a o"m'~mive slav thro,=hout last t, 'rmay, Deaun8 ~.  
League s first allstar team Kings. . the .only. holdovers on the ilion are the Cubs from togged .w.lth the losses, n over K/thnat in the entire match," he said Louis 2-0 with 1.0 sty...eou~I pes . . . .  10-8 wi ' u 
and another mem~r of the Named to the second t~m f i r s t . . . team.  Sa]mlng, Moricetown ruth m gnt . In .  Monc.etow.n. G ins  Pacific Northwest Rugby . was nsme~__m_e ,~a ~a~. L 
turtle Cup ensmplons was were oaltanaer Rogauen LapoInte, ~.er reau l~ ann  " ts w i th  Hazelton, lamele won me nrst same ~. ; .  ,,,==k,,.d Mnemmp. League player ox me w~ 
l~ek~Yto the second team Vachou g of ~ A.ng..eles; M~..~ , re  seeondteam . PM~r~cetown Grizzlies and for Red's lt-5. but. ti}.e ac~l°n~mun#~ k converted tr;v'el" t;'l~nce'G~r~e~eo~ n on Monday. 
announced Monday night. ~fenc_emen .De nlB k'OtVln ol seleCUOll8 lag. t year:,_ ~ " " ' L  Terrace Colts tied in .the secondgame went toCuosln ov~ of two tries to complete two games. Teams from . . . .  ~__  
Goaitender Ken Dryden, New York islanners ann Laueur, wnowon.m.e~.n basement with two poln~ extra innings,  tteo =. . . . .  ,.=.,, mt4m=t =,d Pelno~ R,n~rt MAU~-n  
de fenceman Lar ry  Guy .  Lapointe of. . the, seori.N~ ehmnpionsl~.p, w}th apiece. L'Estrange took that less. m~he~theNor thme n ~Td]"a~e~'n~ce~r~e ,~ ' ; ;~- , "~r~ 
Robimon, right winger Guy Canadiens, centre ~fl.oert 56 goa!s.an~  as .sls~s for Sunday ,  Smi thers  STANDINGS _ . t . . .  ; . . . .  ssive 5 1 for'  a weekend series M / ' ~ l ~ u r ' n  
Laf leur and left winger Perreault of Buffalo ~mnres, 136 pmn~. ana went on.to Glaciers and Houston Bees w L PTS ~ord=~n t~ers~on.  " ' GENEVA, N.Y. (AP) - -  
Steve Shutt were the Ca? right .win.ge_r Lanny.M.C- cap.rare me t;onn ,~uaY~e e took both gam.es..of ~eir  Smilher$ 5 , to Derek  Shad lock ,  ..Shadlnck s~d. ~e. Nor- ~ Hart~.leld,  a~ ~.y~r :  
nadiens selected to the first uon~n st Toronto Maple T ropnyasmemmcwuu.  res rive doume-n.eamrs Houston s ~ m man for the team mmen are sufl ~oolflng tor veteran m masevau, mm • the spokes team m the voting con- Lea.ls ~and le f t .  win[~er i~lay.eri.nthep.laYOffs,i_s he wh~e Terrac_e .lure's. and Red'$ S 3 10 said both Kit lmat and .manpower and. anyone Lzeennsmed..the .maun&er.~ 
ducted by the Professional Ri.cnaro MUrun m umtalo first rigut winger w Moricetown ~;uns sp~it a Cubs 4 4 S r r a e e ! a e d z.ntereat~, m pmy~ng.rugny Geneva s t  me P/ew ¥orlt 
' or  • . . T e P Y ' Hockey Writers Association: Sabres. . chosen to the first te_am f pan*. Haze,on ~ s z essivei , but singled _m asked to attend practice P_eun t,eague. He replaeel 
Joining the Montreal "t~.opla.yers--Lafle.urand .t~-eeco~eeu.fiV~eS~aso  Smi thers  bumpe.d  Grizzlies ~ S z oua~rt No~l~man Mike "tuesday or Th.u~.da~/, _7 Jack Bloomfield, who 
players on the first team ~nutt--gameo a unsmmous since .uor..me l-low_, . . . .  Hazelton 6-2 and 18-7 w i~ Colts ~ " 7 ~ McKuich p.m.at  Skeana Klgn~enncl. moved up.to .b~...qLne zu~ ......... ,, 
named in 1967-68, 1968..69 ' : . . . . . . . . . . .  ' 'Nh lL ; '~ JT 'A I I~ I IU~ ' ~  ~5-70 .=~ ' u u  s r .  s .  . . . .  .E ' __  chieagoCuheofth.aUom 
. , and , .  Ba l la rc l  TIC: IRIS merger  Lesgue. H art~inid, 45, of ' It is also the third time - Rhnnttnn less Dryden hsa becn named to Atlanta, Ga., b the broth~ • of Toronto Blue Joys '  
Vs  s V v  ~ | the f i rs t  team wnile v . . ,1"_  _ .  . . . .  manager Roy Hartefl~l. 
• _ ' Robinson, Dionne and Shutt MONTREAL (CP) - -  an oven mind on the ClUes- Montreal Canadiens.."My arts me t;anamens, t'ouncg . 
are making the!r, f i~t up- rold llard, resident of lion.- theory is that it doesn't cost rep.Hed: . . . . . .  ,7=,"c )o  
;-oil fewersho~ g__ in . . . .  , . . . . . . . .  ~,,, reached that making their, fourth a~ ~,,t.~L~mPollecksavshehas Stanley Cup champion f ranchises  in the r iva l  ..~e.yare the champions . . . . . . . .  ,^.,,,;,.runeer-,--flnisb 
77 man in any ox mc pmT©-a , , ,u team . . . . . .  scron mac i ue as were me wa;w- .~= - , -  • . rances on e i ther  . league would be g . eng . evious 19 seasons m which mark in 1975 76 and four pea . , innl Jets last ear. in.the NB.A pla otis. In a 11' . . ~ ~vhtle Perreault is on the enough to hold their own in W peg ch statistses were each m 1974-75 and w~-~.  ' hole thi ~ still in vote Monna , ~e  playing_ su • . second team for the second the National League. 'Thew ng , lated, NHL f iu res  Maurice Rschard of Mon: _ .= • S e I m ve decid~ to ~l~ot St7,g,.,.3. u d~. tabu . g . om . , . . , , - v ,o ,o , ,  S e v e n  c l u b  , . thetolk i~stng .... ry treal was the first 50-g _ .  ~ _ _ . If any team met  t~ t le are to 12 p]ayere a.ndtramer Ai show. • his second a - . surprised tha pesp muk,n P There were 43,227 shots scorer in NHL history, g ~..usW,u~.u~. ; Jq~=u/"~ qualifications, l would long -,,~,,- to vote ves or no about Domeulco. F reatmrmrand rance on the second ,, e---~ taken on goal during the 720 Richard achieved this inS0 Me- ~/~i, '111 I.~'~/ IU t~/" l  at them favorably, Pollock somethin¢ they don't know Jim Barnett, who played 
n ames. an men during the 1944-45 ~ in. three.years, . ~,~ ~,  • • v . . . . .  said , ,"° , lions of the saasom, M~ regularseaso g . ga . kin his hrst  ~ • . . about. This was an a . 
average.°f. 60sh°.tsaga-m-e' se-a-s°n-,-an-dt--3--O-Sec0og~ aD;;e~da~c eman=eigtherteam ~n~TREAL  (CP) - -  expansio=i," Ballard said. When asked ff he. fe l t  parent . re fe rence  ~ _~Z~0,.ea=e..h, th.e a : t  
30 ShOtS a team, 'rne .ea ,o . , , .=v©u~- .~, , . , ,  "- ...... • ,, , ' a~e nte n ua .ara  m,u ,* . , - - - - , ;  , , * - - - - -  ~_  . . . . . .  • . of and Potvin has been on the Ballard resxdent of It s n.ot amalgamation, it s (~,eboe. Nurdiques worn sr~teme y _ v=rae a ame mnce then, Twenty bye Harold , P • hich NtlL ~,450, the equipment man highest. = ._ g g have first team twice before, onto Ma le  Leafs said expansion. "~:ne survey that a geao ad~tion to the NHL earner about w _ ball 
.~,c~red during the first the 50-goal seasonshieh is Five of the 18 teams are  Tor day  th~n p there are  at I've mane, mere are seven became ot the possibility of owners would veto merger" .nger .~ ,  and seven 
• on the statistics were been since 1969-70, w IV[on ~ . " " - n them ds  ooys ~ each. mm.  re resented among the 12 n National Hncke that are defimtely not rotor strong rivalry betwea l~'OiX~_ , Mm, --I957-58--when the last season there were .p . . . . . . . . . .  least sere . Y ^.,..= =. ,I,.. wu.a , ......piled al l-stars me ~uwca~ re ~,cu  , ,  =,,~ ,,.---. the six teams totalled 13,778 not any. , League owners wno a ,, , 
.a~°~i~.~0~m~mae~efr°r~.65o~ The leading 25-point w~enr~eon~;°~0S.ur~eetel~mls72 .#oa~st~an~e~s~ia~t~ot~n .bus~°.e~..~:t~l.peo~p~eiwnt° I J ~ = ~ , . # ~ ~ ~ l ~  I 
~o=oot=~m " ' seorers in the NHL in1976.77 Chi.eago ~.laex. t/a.wxs., teams . ~ve  ~ieo _m .mrpmo you.. I . I I ! V l  ~1 I I I V l  |~  ,s [] aswan _ I 
"-'-"-.'. :." . . . .  - • - *ecountedfori81n,~r cent Rosmn urmns, ~,,ew xora  " . .. Tl~eyscmexUotourpaayers. I I I J I  ! I I I I am_a _ms . . . .  ;~- -m t 
wmeme.averag.e.snoma ~ ,ho total 4:-78~-aoais Runners and  the  " I  have been quFe They took our janior playsrs I I ~ '  ' '  ' ' nmm:m,  jrnsr. , , 
mewasaca lowmmyear ,  . . . . .  durln ' the°720 Can~diens--had players disturbed about this. tmng . from the Marlbores and I IV I~ I  _~,sss~, ,==~uvw- -  • rcenta e was scored g . ~/~-=~°ri~ng.~peh,,h ~l-vers regu lar ,s ,on  gam.~. The named to either team. they call amalgamauon or . .never compensate dtl}e club I I I r~~k .~1 1 I I - r , , , ,  } 
"==" . . . . . . . . .  =" . . . . .  " , of ~ for me layers mey cooK, for September 1977 ~:~,~r [ 
rues  fo r  an  ac -  p layers  scored  a tom ,, p ~1~1 IA  I U I ~  lU  I V I V  NHL,cou/d copy q 
, i i i!i 
=,615 shots for 13.7 per cent. During the 1975-76 season; We coul~ t .get ~,e r~ ~wi~ a . vePer ~]~scon have enough trouble in our ' ' / 
The all-time high by a team six clubs did not have a ~.ed ,  comple,tely, ~.ld .amateurs,tin, ' " own leam'e with three or PRACTICALLY/ORIENTED TRAINING PROGRAMS | 
4.6 set b the 1974-75 er ainu the leading ~eotty Morrlson, me duct penmcy. =- 1 .., ~Y . . . .  play ng • , . . . . . . . .  ,.-- four clubs I would like to . Industry expenenced staff | 
me nan tea ue s remreem'cnleL 1~ • uanamens wne_n .ey. 25 . . . .  g,u, . . . . .  ' * - - -"  ' -  "e  ' The rules committee get them straightened out ' Extensive in-plant field trips . . . . . . . .  / 
IS on 2 5~ snore on m ~cm$ ~c,c~-s-cu ~, . ,  374 g~_  . ' , . . . . . . . . . .  . . . . . .  - ,~.-~=-er . . . . . . . . . .  ~-n~fl,l lv we revisediisgrossmisoonduct before we get involved with Outstanding Pilot Plant and Laboratory~raining lact,ues / 
t Tne team S l t~ ' lO" l ' i  t l l~ru  wc ,~= no ~u~- '~ " Muv©s'asux-a. - - - r - - -  ,~ ne,  e taki out references an body rise. 
figure is the second .bost more goal ~amesreeorded will have, some a._d~onal ~ndi~ir ~ulnl~n~ and spitting ~'~he Rangers are EXCELLENT CAREER OPPORTUNITIES / 
- ear rinD. aurin me ~wo-v~ rvStuur news on mac tomorrow. .r . . • . during the..20y __.pc . . . . .  ng ,~.~ , . , . ,  ' -- l , ,ded . . . .  ' - -  -'..~- . . . .  '~'; in The third.man m ruse has definitely.for the.~VHA ann ~=. .~:= . .  . .  . .  . .  . .  _ . ,  . .  . .  . .  . ,  - -  . .  . -  - -  . -  - -  - -  . - .  - - -  . - -  ,,q 
('.uv L leur ot Montreal seuuu., Ass© tu~u.  as.* u .  tw~svv  ~suua vu ,~u t~,, , , .  . t ;nht lu  r.~trla,~r} aSt an  ia  ~'~d ~ l t  (1~ tOt  iUX/  "11 tl a 
• . , ; ,~-;~m~i.nn~ with 122 five-goal games by racine fsvor of the rule, five were u~.;. o,,~.-~ - - . ; - - -  - -  ~,.~,,..;_,_~.=.~ ~n,~oer w,, ID~.~ll II Fo,~ FURTHER INFORMA~IOr= .. 
sur assed tne Iuo polnt inn 't'ur P P ed on on an Bailard said his feeli s Loca, ~t~/ ..... ',"' '" .......... : ' 08 / P ~tent 
s~p~ in 1976.77 the fewest Turnbull became the fimt when fisticuffs occur On the ~al l  he imp_~_~ . . . .  ~-- lYs . . . . . . .  " on bunilengas I :,, :;, . . . .  , ~;,o,, I , - . -=  , ' layer or goau~ccper w.u a were tmucu . ~ ,..L ' .  ' V ' ' " ' ' I lateau since, defenceman to score that ice, at the signal of the P to reach.that, p . . . . . . . . . .  ,,u~ . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ~.-'--~ the first to intervene with an sense and added he would | . I 
n mere wereamo many Sore, - ,  =,, , .~  rezer~ u,s pmTcsa w,,v =.~ b N ~,., 1973-74wire . . . . . . . . .  " - - "  of . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ' - '= ' - -  altercation thenin progress, like to have an open vote y , ~ ~ I scorers In game. I~,ICK D l l i lS t  null1- l l , l~ l~/ l ! t~  t=A~|U~U~II~5 . . .  . .  J J  . --  ,L--& . . . . . . .  
100-  In • "we wotuu auu  w . , .~ llano on me matter. I 
t~ere were nine Vancouver had a four- oal eal~l~..rs, mus!. p r~e~.  . . /,,;~,,,, . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  - -  | 1975-76 rule the following---except I would like,to find oui | . 
i /ayers who had atleast 1~ game. Diode_, Grel~n~!e~ . !~me~_.a~!Y..,.anu ~ectl~_~ when a match penalty has who is interested in having ! . . _ . ,  . . . J  
100- lnt mark ,pars  ox DO~IU/ I t  Di l l ' l i l t ;  me Vl~l i i | ty  UJI. n i t= . .  • kmmmmmmmmmmmmmtmmmm=mmmmmmm=mmmmmamtmm 
ints..The PO and ~mGa~:a~i~np/~Yeee ' l~ .~ches  beenimosedmtheori~inal the ,WHA in with the ~ ~ ,  :~.E~!..h,,~e 
~ l~_~°~ree~°~sO: ,n t  ~thr~oW~er8~lsm~twl~ v~t .y  of their goal l~o~s~k2de~el'~n~ur.dedh~t~ ~tethesmte~a~ ~4~.i~_a~: ~.~"-*~i:~ . . . . . . . . . . . . .  : . . . . . . . . . . . .  , . . . . . . . . . .  
'me mree ~eam ~ po - ,, ..... the o si player. WhO nss WHAin the National t/ncKey ere also the 76 includi six four.goal The reports that I get is PO ' , TECHNOLOGY men in 1976-77 W . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  ,_ ,. . . . . . . .  i...I .knoc~el~d ~m p to the ice Lea=ue, why don t you go BRITISH COLUMBIA INSTITIfI-E OF . 
acn ~ne ~v- efforts a;n~ one six-goal mm mc ru,c ,m:, wu.. .~ , ,, - ,, only. players to.re= . . . . . . . . . . .  =... ©:m . . . . . .  ,, .... II t .  th,= 4,,ni0r proceeds to fight with him, and join them? 
goal mark ~nulc lee mc I~,-© u:~o,,,,~,. .,,~.., . . . . . . . . . .  . - -  
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~a~',K AS+ TH r HERALD, Tt~$day June 7, 1977 '~" I! 
Reggie and Catfish I a s  c u,s,N  '  stros  flooded 
strut their stuff +<+,_ +,+_+,.o.i.. n 6 innings 
ARL INGTON,  Tex. (AP) 
-- Reggie Jackson hit two 
home runs and• knocked in 
"four runs and Catfish 
t , ;~.+nter pitched a six-hitter 
:: ,New York Yankees 
+ ~':'.~ted Texas Rangers 9-2 
t, an American League 
baseball game Monday 
night before a national 
'.~.'[evision audience. 
,Jackson, greeted with a "~':~,~ of boos when he 
~:+pped to the plate in the 
.,tend inning, hit a Doyle 
'. ~-xander fast ball into the 
~t.field stands near the 570- 
.,~t mark. 
He followed that solo shot 
with a sixth-inning clout 
over the right field wall with 
Chris Chambliss aboard. 
The 10th and 11th homers for 
Jackson gave Hunter, 2-3, a 
3-0 lead and propelled him 
toward his first victory 
since an opening day 
triumph over Milwaukee. 
The hard-hitting Yankees 
chased Alexander, 6-3, 
during a five-hit, four-run 
uprising in the seventh 
inning that included oubles 
by Carlos May, MickeY 
Rivers and Willie Randolph. 
The Yankees scored their 
final two rnns in the ninth on 
R~kdolph's homer and 
Jackson's RBI grounder. 
The Rangers finally got to 
Hunter in the seventh on a 
wild pitch on a strikeout, 
Toby Harrah's ingle and a 
two-run double off the 
centre field wall by Mike 
lisrgruve. 
An unassisted double play 
by Randolph at second base 
effectively scuttled the brief 
Texas uprising. 
Righthander Jackie Brown 
tossed a five-hitter ~nd 
delivered a run scoring 
single as Montreal Expos 
stretched their winning 
streak to four games with a 
4-2 victory over Atlanta 
Braves in a National League 
baseball contest Monday 
night. .? 
Brown, 2-4, held the 
Braves hitless for 52-3 in- 
nings before Barry Bonnell 
driUed a single past short- 
stop Chris Speier. Bonnell 
hada ran-scoring single for 
the Braves in the eighth 
after Darrel Chancy led off 
with a double, and  Biff 
out in the ninth.. 
Gary Carter smacked a" 
solo home run for the Expos PHILADELPHIA (AP) -- 
with one out in the second Richie Hebner socked two 
inning ahd Brown drove in home runs and drovein four 
Larry Parrish later in the . runs  Monday night as 
inning. It was Brown's first Philadelphia. Phillies boat 
hit since 1971 with Houston Astros 9-5 in a rain- 
Washington Senators in the abbrev iated six-inning 
American League. National League baseball lipmer with one on. They 
game. • added two more runs in the 
The Phillies hopped on. fourth to knock out 
Willie-Montanez had the Houston starter Bob McLau~hlin. Sclunidt hit his 
other Ktlanta hit, a single MeLaughlin, 1-3, for three + ~ghth ]lamer of the season 
following Bonneil in the runs in the first. Garry~+. vHth two out and Boone de- 
s ix th , ,but  Brown, who Madddox singled and stole,~ liveredanRBldoubleoffre- 
walked four and struck out second. Jay Johnstone ~ liever Joe Niekro. 
four, got out of that jam by reached first when he struck~ ! After scoring once in the 
getting Jeff Burroughs to hit out.on a wild pitch. Mike; f~urth, the Astros rallied for 
into a fielder's choice. Schmidt singled home', f.bur runs in the fifth and 
~kddox and Johnstone 
~me home on a double by 
d~eg Luzinski. Schmidt 
stored on Hebner's 
Thcrifice. 
e Phillies made it 5-0 in 
the third on Hshner's first 
knocked out winner Larr: 
Christensen, 5-5. Eno; 
Cabeil doubled and Willie 
Crawford walked. BoL 
Watson followed .with his 
seventh ome run. 
Doubles by'Art Howe and 
Ed Herrmann scored the 
fourth run before Warren 
Brusstar came on to retire 
pinch-hiiter Cliff Johnson to 
end the inning . . . .  
Hebner made it 9-5 innthe 
sixth with his fourth homer , 
of the season just before the 
rain come. After waiting 1 
hour, 36 minutes, umpire, . 
Jerry Dale called the game.. 
i Yastr.zemski 
ready 
It.. " edges Royals saddled ' +. r 
, <,  i' i 
~:-i "+;" ~KANSAS CITY (AP) -  however, due to control 
belted a , .  problems, and was forced toCarl Yastrzemski 
d " ~ ~ ~:! : solo home run in the seventh pitch out of trouble. " up .an +/++ '- • ,.~:• inning and Luis Tiant It wasoniyTiant's fourth' '  , ,, . ~ c~q~abined with Bill Camp- lifetime victory in .13 
.:, -.  ~ ~ . ~ ~ l  for a five-hitter as decisions against the 
"~':. ,~ , ! .~sas  City Royals 1-0 Yastrzemski's le~doff 
~:~, + / !~+., ~ Mb~dav night in American homer in the seventh to te  
to go 
~ has'ebali action, the  fight field bullpen, his 
ninth of the year, spoiled an 
~nt, increas ing  his otherwise solid pitching 
d to 3-4 with his first effort by Dennis Leonard, 3- 
~ph since April 30, gave 6. Leonard, going the dis- 
• st four hits before tahoe for Kansas City, 
flmll took over in the matched theBoston pitching 
.1. He was constantly in duo by surrendering just 
le in the early innings, five hits. 
Cardinals snap., 
• losing streak 
~. LOUIS (AP) -- Garry lead in the top of the inning. 
~mpleton and Keith Leu Brock singled up the 
.rnandezdelivered run- middle and stole second. 
I Though the co~etitlon at 
the Totem Sadd[le Club's 
gymkhons on rite weekend 
, was fast and furious, these 
t ~hree Hders found time to 
j ehat between events. From 
left to Hght Mar{in Forbes, 
~'~/~ Gordon and Paul 
........................................................ ,+- ,+;.~ !.~+)ring hits in the bottom of Templeton then tied game Science rescues  soccer  referees +i";'i'~'~P;' + '0th' ns St" L°uis C'ar" ?' 'dijmis snappeda four-game, withabad-hophitover.SanDiegoshortstop Bill Almon • hkdng streak with a 4-3 that scored Brock. = 
• /;~i '~.'~ National, League. baseball Tony Scott sacrificed • 
~, ~|~!tory over San D iego  Templeton to second. 
• t~.~)~ (.Reuter)~---A..+ cut out of playing time any blasts on his whistle., blast lasting about..1½ sac. There also would be an (about ~,000) haSered-~tv'~" ~ r e "  ~ppdresM°nday+night'+ ....... +.Following an-intentional 
~.:+:~n-~ii'm"-'has, -stoppages Caused by  in- F0r'tiirow-ins, goal kicks, ends  and this would cause automatic blast on a hooter unenthusiastic 9 ; . The Cardinafs:~alll~I in'+;wall¢' tO Ted Sfmmon~:"" 
+ ~ device the size juries or time-wasting free kicks and other normal the transmitter to:stop or at halftime and full-time, as from the West Ge~ of the 10th after scored {he bottom Hernandez Tam- e 
,:t+ calculator which tactics. This would avoid stoppages, he would blow a start a large display clock, in ice hockey and handball, Football Federation (D¥B.)j,; ' l~bby Valentine s two-out pletonwith a singleoff Dave 
~,+ie;'e some of the disputes about goals scorod short blast, which would not The referee's remote . preceded by short binsts at but some players aKO~ ,"d0ublegave the Padres a Tomlin. 1-3. 
,.: ~ top referees in during injury time. activate the transmitter, control of the clock would each of the five preceding referees have shown k~ . I I~L  J_O __ I 
~:t~:nal soccer. The referee would carry a But for stoppages which he make his decisions elear for seconds, interest. ~" io anmngs  
The system which would. The DFB is reluctant o ~.++:~ would use light, thin transmitter which considered outside the all spectators and ployers to cost about 20,000 marks 
, ~ontroi ~acilitles to he controls by the length of normal he would blow a pt the system became it ' qly THE CANADIAN PRESS see. acce+. ~ i American League 
+ would provide one system of' ., National Lunua East • W L Pet. GBL 
D u a n e  T h o m a s  t o  sign with !+Lions? bet,-equippedrofeteeing for tl~i. richur, ~c ,uosano  a . ~ £as, "w L I~I. OBL Baltimore 292, .5,9 
dffferent one for the smaller "C~lca0o 31 18 .633 - -  New York 30 23 ..~6 
• Boston 28 23 .549 1 
, te~s .  Pittsburgh . 29 19 .604 I~  Milwaukee 26 28 .481 4V~ 
,, ,'~,'UVER (CP)  - -  confirm the report but the his United States agent and Tom Landry 'of /Dal las Unhappy over what he . One of Enrope~s best.: St. Louis 29 22 ,%9 3 Cleveland 23 -5 .479 V= 
,:-,+!nce says British newspaper says Thomas then through Full Circle Cowboys, got into some considerod'too little playing known referees, Walter Phllad~l[~tla 2r 23 .S~0 4,/= [~4rolt 21 2e .429 7 
+ ~,~ Lions of the will arrive at the training Athletic Management Inc., personal problems'and was time in Washington, Esehwellur, .welcomed the Mo~tr~l ~2 2S ,440 9,/= Toronto 20 30 .400 8'/~ 
~ Football League camp tonight o sign. of Toronto. traded to Washington Thomas played briefly with new device in principle and ~w: York 21 3O .41~ ++ West 
~'~r: former National The newspaper says Thomas, 29, was touted as There he was also hailed, the World Football League said, "One would nothave to : .~ west Minnesota 31 2! .595 -- 
ii L~gue running Thomas has already agreed one of the great ~ew stsrs of as a great running l~ack, and team in Hawaii. When the change the rules of seccer to Los'Angels 36 17 .aY9 - -  ~hlc~oo 29 21 .580 ! 
+.;u+me Thomas to a verbally to contract erms, the NFL because of his paw- though still a controversial WFL folded he was brought introduce it." Clnclnnc~l 2s ~ .r~o .9V= Texas 24 24 .500 5 
,. ;-.+r.~,ct. . Bob Ackles, Lions general erful and explosive running figure, he played a, big role back to Dallas. Karl-Heinz Schinall, who San ,Dle0o 2S 32 .~  13 California 25 25 .soo 5 
• ~ci~fi~+ at the Lions manager, said, however, style. But temperament got in coach George Allen's He was cut at last yearts as bead of the manufac- Son,Francisco 23 30 .434 13 O~kland 25 27 .485 6 
'.~,~t:' at Courtensy thathehas been negotiating in the way as be ran afoul of march to the 1973 Super camp when he pulled up turi~g firm is behind the Hou~m + ~ 3] .4+5 u Kansas C,y ~ 25 .48o ~. 
:.,er Island won't with Thomas. first through strict-disciplinarian coach Bowl. . ': lame with a mild leg injury, invention, said he was ~l~ta 2o 35 .~4 ~7 Sea,Iv 20 34 .393 11 
When he was waived tennis trying to gain internntio .nnl Blazers bag ,++4useum dedicated to  didthrough t e NFL, the 'L ionssay  that ff a hack of controlaocoptance for the remote- . t i m e r .  
: ' Thomas' calibre did join u]d betreated A representative.of the c o o l  $277 5 0 0  Lions, he we firm demonstrated the ,~ '~ !CP) - -  A Housed in a new building president of the All England singles and men's doubles just like any other player," device at a round-table 
+.~,,Led to the overlooking the famous Lawn Tennis and Croquet winners. Y 
• , .~+,.: u~,,elopment of Centre Court, it is equipped Club. As the 1977 cham- The world's rust lawn and would dot be the Ore. (AP) -- 
.... ' ,/ ~++~ been opened at, with a compact d isp lay  pionshipe get under way, he tennis club was founded in highest-salarled player on 
u+ +:i,;+, home of the area, library, audio-wsual wili be presenting centenary 1872 at Leamington Spa in the roster. 
,+~ ,+:': + i;,,,,n ~enais cham- theatre and offers space for medals to all the surviving the Midlands. ' In seeking a job here, 
lectures, meetings and singles winners of the past Five years later, the All Thomas will be competing 
.,~+:~;~um has been temporary exhibitions. ' who cunget to Wimbledon. England Croquet Club with the Lions' brilliant 
The museum was opened And in this silver jubilee decided to hold a tour- 
May 19 by the Duke of Kent year, the Queen will present 
who, since 1968, has been tronhies to the new ladies' 
+ 
mark the cen- three-year veteran Mike 
+ :,:~ championships nament for its: tennis- Strickland unless coach Vie 
• :~ !; playing members. Rapp adjusts his offence to 
. accommodate his new man. 
. . . .  [Recreation report (3)! +. 
Master plan for leisure services " 
make their Community a Chairman, Surrey Parks 1. Volunteer their t ime. 
By Lil Farkvan better place to live. and Recreation. Com- 2, They should not be 
8. Justifies capital mission. The Role of the politically ambitious but 
• " :.' ,~ ~ls year, the B.C. Recreation Commission held spending.. Recreation Commission is: politically motivated as 
:. ~ in Vernon. The theme was summed up by the 9. Creates an awareness of 1. To help development of Recreation is political 
i '~'S' which stands for 'Look at the Issue; Evaluate Recreation Services. all people through effective because you are dealing 
• ! +,~t ion;  Tabulate the problems; Solve them. 10. Provides basis for long planning, with government bodies. 
+trkvan, a member of the Terrace Recreation range budgeting. 2. To utilize resources of 3. Should besomeonewho 
~1, + attended the conference and in the next few 11. Reflects new trends as the Community and lmve a has respect in the Com- 
'~+e Herald will carry the text of her report in in. it makes evaluation of what broad citizen involvement in reunify and a belief in 
+ ~++~ is happening in the Cam- Community. (This takes  Recreation and Leisui'e 
munity at all phases of time, patience and un- Services.. . . 
planning, derstanding.) L 4. Should be a person who 
~, Master Plan? 2. It helps make Com- 12. Evaluates current 3. To provide close liuon 
]olmson, Executive munities aware of the needs Recreation Services. w i th  Communi ty .  desires to be part of a t~ 
~,,,:' for Perc of the Communities. (Recreation is not a specific to iucrease quality of life for 
, ~.,:!i~n Consultants 3. It justifies to the public A Master Plan helps a activttybut each individuals people in a Community.. 
,/+, t+he advantages of why a certain decision was Community decide what way ofactiug.) , 5. Should see Recreation 
'~'' ~ . comprehensive made over another, they want and gives a 4. To encourage al! groups us an all encompessing role 
+ L t]+~ e delivery of 4. Gives the public an idea guideline on how to obtain and individuals to  donate and be sensitive to what 
:Services to your of what servtces are already what they wont. It is merely what they like, forexample does or does not exist in 
./.J~++ are as follows: available to them. a tool or a method to help property, grants, etc. Communities. 
6. They should encourage :L+ + ,+~,u:++ continuity for 5. Reduces the pressure organize activities towards " people to become Involved 
+'!~' ,.:,++:~tion as Municipal groups from deciding on a goal set by the Com- Apathetic people exist in all aspects of the Com- 
,,:+c~+,+ls rod Recreation what is needed in the munity. Master Plans are because they are" not 
~: Commiss~on Boards are Community: not meant to lock a Com- provided with Leadership. munity, as most  s ta r  
always changing, This gives 6. It becomes a vehicle for munity in a Plan but is used The greatest waste in our personnel in a Community 
+ ~w Council Members and Community involvement, us an ongoing process, society is peoplel under- are transient; and Cam- 
i/ Board Members ome idea 7. Provides direction for potential. ~ mission Members will lend 
• ' ~ what has been done so far service groups and in- Role of Recreation A Recreation c0m~nission continuity to the Community 
, jP~ ++ Community. dividuals who want to help Commission. Dave Shinton, Member should ~y~: to be: through their involvement. 
x ..... 
! i Trail 
CO( 
couference organized by the • . ~RTLAND, 0 share of the purse. 
Internat ional  Footbal l '  
Federation (FIFA) and.the F'~l~,tland Trail Blazers He added that a 13thshare 
European Footba l l  e~ed~f l ,500forwinn ing will be divided evenly 
Association (UEFA) in tb.~ National Basketball between trsiner Ran +Culp.' '  
• ~'ociation championship, and assistant coach Jack 
Monaco recently, a ,~eam + spokesman said McKinney. The team Manufacturers of the 
systtm will tes t i t  this' ~l~cl-ay . management says it wil l" 
month in minor games at' .:.~..e spokesman said each contribute to Culp's and 
the ,'i: Munich Olympic '  of~Rbe 12 players on the McKinney's hares to bring 
• . championship team will them up to the fu11$21,346.15 
Stadium...+ , : : rt~eive $21,346.15 as I~is each. 
I n  I 
.,i.il ++.... . 
' BIM 
i J une  1 1 
Grand Prize 
\ 
Total Prizes 
I ncludinq Master Card 
I .   l !ti0nal Cards $2.00 . I i 2 i  :¢/mle 'S !- Hard Cards-Available I +, ' +'+.,Y' .' ' i.-,~ 
p.m. Ter race  Arena 
" ++.i,+.+' ' 
%+: . . . . .  .+.+. + 
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The Herald, 3212 Kalum Street 
P.O. Box 399 Terrace, B.C 
Phone 635.6357 - Terrace 
Phene'632-S706- Kitlmat 
Subscription rates: Single Copy 
20 cents. Monthly by carrier 
Three Dollars ($3.00). 
Yearly by mall in 'Canada 
140.00. Senior Citizens 520.00 per 
year. 
Yearly by mall outside Canada 
151.00. 
Authorized as second class mall 
by rite Post Office Department, 
Ottawa and for payment of 
postage in cash. 
Classifieds due 24 hours prior to 
desired day of publication. $3.00 
for first 20 words, 10 cents each 
word thereafter. No refunds on 
classified ads. 
1. Coming Events" 
Weight Watchers mooting held 
every Tuesday at 7 p.m. at the 
Knox United Church Hall, 4907 
Lazelte Avenue. 
Terrace Duplicate Bridge Club 
wi l l  commence play each 
Tuesday night at ?:30. Play will 
be in room 4, Caledon'[a High 
School. All bridge players are 
Invited to attend. For 
partnership or Information 
;phone 635.7356. (eft) 
Thornhl l l  Calorie Counters 
meet every Tuesday, Thornhlll 
Elementary School, 7:15 p.m. 
New members welcome from 
Terrace and Thornhlll. 
Loyal Order of Moose Ledge No. 
1820, Terrace, B.C. Meeting 
held every  2nd and 4th 
Thursday every month at 8 p.m. 
Phone 635,66~1. (cff) 
INCHES AWAY 
....... CLUB . . . . . . . . . . .  
Meet every Tuesday night at'~ 
In the Skeena Health Unit. For 
more information phone 635. 
2847 or635.3023. 
ALCOHOLIC~ 
ANONYMOUS 
Monday, Thurs., Saturday. 
638-I021 
635.7423 
B.C. Heart Foundation In 
Memorial Onnations may be 
sent to Terrace Unit, Box 22,. 
Terrace, E.C. 
Parents 
in Crisis 
Are you maklngyour  own life 
and your children's miserable? 
P.I.C.'s goal is to help you 
become the loving constructive 
parent you really want to be. 
All enquiries absolutely 
confidential. Phone Mary or 
John - 635.4419 or Jane - 635- 
4607. (ctf) 
Kermode Four Wheelers 
Meetings 1st Wednesday of each 
'month at 8 p.m. In the meeting 
room at the Sandman Inr). For 
further Information phon~e 6.35- 
,~d  4q) 
Meeting - - .Terrace B.P.O.E. 
(Elks Lodge). First and Third 
Thursday of month. O.O.R.P. 
(Ladles of the Royal Purple) - 
Second and Fourth Monday of 
Month. 
St. Mafthews A.C. W~ have 
ch~en Sat. Nov. 26 as the date 
for their annual Xmas bazaar. 
%,.  
I .  Coming  Events  
1st Terrace Cub's Father and 
Son Camp-out to take place 
June lO.12th at Kinsmen's 
Camp on Lakelse Lake. 
Reminder to all parents to 
return consent forms to Russ 
Mercer or Rod Cameron as soon 
as possible. For further in- 
formation or to volunteer your 
help phone Collefte Newman 
635.2766. 
14. Business Persona l  
KILGREN EXCAVATING 
Small cat work, 420JD. Land- 
scaplng, backfi l l ing, stump 
removal ,  clearing. Truck, 
tandem axle. Hyab 17' Flat- 
deck, 20' tandem axle trailer.. 
Phone 635.3112. Ask for Wayne. 
(cff) 
Webb Ref.r!geration. 
4623 SOUClE 635.2188 
e 
. . . ":" 
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"1.9. H.elp Wanted  37. Pets 
. • TAXI DRIVERS For Sale 7 month olcl pure 
Fuil time, part time. Class 4 bred Doberman. Obedient and 
.l icence and, police permit good with children. Phone 
required. Contact manager, 
• Terrace Taxi • 635.2242. (ctf. 
Wanted: Live In housekeeper. 
, June 11.20th or possibly longer. 
References please. Phone 638- 
1032. (c.3,4,5) 
Smithers. 847-3926. (p-6) 
~/, Arab mare. 3 years old. 
Good show qual i ty.  Gentle 
dlsposltlon. Phone 635.7448. (p  
6) 
38 Wanted - M isc .  
Wanted to buy; jackplne logs. 
Phone 635-2603. (ctf] 
Wanted, a rear end for 68 
Mercury V~ ton. Phone 638.8276. 
(ctf) 
39. Boats.& Engines 
For Sale: 17' Lund boat. Mer~ 
cruiser. Inboard.outl)oard, I
year old. 92 hours. Call 635.6636.. 
(ctf~ 
48. Suites for Rent 
For rent July 1. 2 bedroom 
apartment in 4 plex on 50ucle. 
Frldge.~pd stove. Reference 
required. Phone 635.$213 (ctf) 
.! 
49. Homes for Sale 
Private Sale 
3 bedroom home on bench: 
75'x120' fully landscaped lot. 
Full basement has finished rec. 
room. Carport, patio, garden, 
fenced back yard. 635-9794 to 
view. 
1974 Cougar 2 D.HT; P.S; 
P.B; P.W; 400 Automatic; very 
good condition. 
4 bedroom house; full 
basement; 4 blocks from 
downtown; 1 block from 
pr imary schools. Fireplace; 
fenced back yard; green house; 
garden area. 635-2(:67. View . 
~7. Automobiles 
1977 Rein. Chergor. 4 wheel 
drive. Ful ly  loaded with 
everything except tiff steering 
wheel and Ac. $5000 or beat 
offer. For more Information call 
635.2738. (p.7) 
For sale. 1976 Pontiac Yen. 
tura. 5J. P.S, P.B., Low 
mile.age.. Bucket seats. 
Automatic. Stick shift. Phone 
635.6381, 635-3229 after 5., (p-8) 
1973 Ford crew cab. 1973 Ford 
3 ton pick.up, 1970 Ford f.100, 
1972 Datsun pick-up. Call 635. 
6636 or view at 2609 skeena St. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1974 Plymouth 
Duster. 2 dr. Hard top. Good 
shape. 
1974 N.G.B. spartscar. 18,000 
mileR. Good condition• 
1973 12x68 Diplomat mobile 
home. On large lot In Thornhill. 
Authorized 
Service Depot r 
Repairs to Refrigerators 
Freezers, Washers, Dryers, 
And Ranges 
(Ctf) 
. -  . | - 
MR. FIXlT 
Anywhere, anytime 
Small , motor tune-ups a'!  
specialty. Phone 635.4602" 
Evenings. 638-4565 days. (¢tf) 
I 
.B&B g SON 
'CEDAR SHAKES 
Box 571 
or  phone  
635-3689 
Terrace, B.C. 
24. Situations Wanted 
WORK WANTED 
Bulldozing, basement digging, 
landscaplng etc. Backhoe work; 
rata-tilling, post hole digging. 
Phone 
635-6782 
(cft) 
Building demolition. Piece by 
piece. R. Lovgren. 635.9677. (p- 
5) 
:32. B icyc les ,  Motorcyc les .  Small boat, trailer and 9.5 
• , .~;~t.';~;~-; ' H.P. motor. Also 9,000 Am- 
- bassador  fishing reel. 1954 
T|H||CI  ,obs~en Road. (p-8) 
EOUIPMEI T 
• . " Auth n 
Sel~ & ~k~vke 
Dealer No. 01249A. 
For sale: one 14 fl run about, 
one 16 ff run about, both with 
fi'allers, and canopy to fit crew 
cab pick.up. Phone 635.5572 or 
635.3032. 
Twelve foot boat and 2g H.P 
Johnson motor with controls. 
635.3750. (p.5) 
For sale; 14' fiberglass boat 
with trailer 45 HP Chrysler 
:outboard:,  For further in. 
formation call 635-4708 after 5 
pro. (I)-0) 
18' boat. Fiberglass over 
plywood. 80 hp Mercury out- 
beard. Complete with controls. 
Asking $2250.00. Phone635.2017. 
(p-4) 
635-6384 == o.,, T I l f f i¢ l  
(ctf). I '.3.3.' For Sale - M isc . ,  ~, rh inery  tar 
.'ABbE ELI~C~RI('~bT4B " ......... ; : ' :  1 '~IIFNo~)IJ 12.'14"cu'.' yd.' . . . . . . . . . . . . .  " " :T ; '  
Class A Electrical Con. Dumpbox. 1975 mobile hoist. 
pump and P.T.O. $3200. Phone 
635-2789. (c-12) 
Sale 
tract lng. Free Estimates. 
Phone 635.5876 or 638.1231. (df)  
Now Open 
• ANDRE'S 
ENTERPRISES LTD. 
R.V. Parts & Auto 
Parts..Auto repairs. 
American and Import 
Cars.  
3026 Hwy. 16 East 
Phone 638-1710 
~,olden Rule: Odd jobs for the " 
jobless. Phone 635-4535. 3238,. 
Kalum. (ctf) • 
GENERAL 
CARPENTR  
Low Rates .~ 
No job 'too big or small, free 
For ~;ale: NCR Cash Register, 
department,  total, recon- 
ditioned, very  reliable type of 
machine. Wlnderland General 
Store, 3210 Kalum St., Terrace,' 
635-4536. ctf 
For sale 1969 Hayes Dump 
Truck; 14 wide; '318 motor, 4-5 
trans; 30,000 rear ends; 85 
percent rubber. 1000x22.' 
S16,500, Ready to go. Phone Bill 
at 5.2789. 
For sale; one stove. Good 
condition. Phone. 635-5365. (cff) 
Flowering almonds, flowering 
crabs ready to bloom, lilacs, 
fruit trees & berry bushes, a 
broad selection of flowering & 
ornamental trees, shrubs & 
e0ergreens particularly suited 
for our northern cl imate. 
UPLANDS NURSERY • 
where you'll find "The Beauty 
of Nature for your Home.". 
Corner of Hal!lwel, ~!Ka!um 
Lake Drive in" Terrace.'Oper~ 
estimates on remode l l ing , '  10 a.m• to 7 p.m. Mon. toSat. 
roofing, 'porches, siding, ~'~ Closed Sundays. 635.2603. 
painting, spraytex ceiling• 
Phone 635.4094 ' ~. Spot  Cash for Used Furndure 
Ask for John after 6 p m (ctf) ' ' .: " Antlclues, all useable items. 
' . . . .  ' %" The Furnllure Stall 
~BLE ELECTRIC LTD. : "635.3202 
Refrlgeratlve Contracting and' 
householdrepalrs. Phone 635. For Sale 14' fiberglass boat 
5876 or 638.1231..(ct!) 1 : with trailer and 45 HP Chrysler 
For NutrI.Matlc products (all 
~ pn lc )  call Ruth at 635.2404. p~i,9,14,19) 19. Help Wanted 
' .outboard.  For further in. 
." formation call 635-4708 after S 
' pm. (p-10) 
For sale, electrolux vacuum 
-cleaner,  older model. $40. 
" phone 5.2412. (o51 
'For some real bargains In used 
women's and children's, 
. clothing, household items and 
toys see the selection at the 
.Kltimat Workshop ~* 660 W. 
Columbia St. at RIverlodge. 
.Open 9 to 4 • week- 
days...donations welcomed. 
Put your skills as a housewife 
into earnings. A Professional 
Homemakers course will be 
I 
FOR RENT 
Thornhill Community Centre 
is avai lable for dances, 
bingos, private parties, etc. 
Phone 635-5597 
or 635-3467 
ictfw) 
Manager required for 
Terrace Dairy Queen Brazier 
held In Terrace. restaurant. Experience helpful .(cff) 
R~lst~- Nnw but not necessary. Please apply, i 
- "  . . . . . . . . . .  in person between 2 and 4 p.m. I SELLING For further Information call . . . . . . . . . . .  
435.5135 at 4.~;~Z L.aKelse. tCTrt Hay - -  Straw 
. . . . .  Western & 
I ~, ,~1- -~ ~ English Tack 
Grooming Equipment 
I ! I I ] REALTY LTD, I ,. 635-5617 , 
: I Phone 632 618,9 
'Pri(:e Skeena Forest Products 
Ltd. will have a sale of low 
~lrade lumber Monday through 
Fr iday 7 a.m. to 3 p .m.X .  
marked.  S20 per 1000 lad.. fl• 
Economy;'. S40 per 1000 bd. f t .  
(df) 
Bendix Automatic washer. 
$S0; '635-3750. (p.5) 
• For Sale. Noresco amp with 
Dual 1214 turntable, matched 
.speakere..Phone 6.3,2.2900. (p-6) 
4640 Walsh. (c-5,6,7,8) 
43. Rooms for  Rent  
Private entrance near town. 
Sleeping room for rent, extra 
room for cooking. Everything 
supplied. Bathroom for your 
own convenlence. Reasonable 
rent. 635.4013. (ctf) 
47. Homes  for  Rent  
Home for rent.. Furnished 2 
bedroom, small, older type 
house In town. $200 per month. 
Drive by 4512 Lazelle. Phone 
635.2680. (o6) 
Family home on one acre on 
bench boasts 1800 sq. ft. of. 
comfortable.living. $ bedrooms, 
2 bathrooms, rec room, 
f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
workshop and much more. Try 
you.r offer. 638.1790. (eft) ~ 
3 bedroom house fo r  rent; 
$165 with frldge and stove; SlSO 
without. Phone 635.7502 after 6 
pm• (p.2,3,4,5,6) 
HOBBY FARM 
12x56 mobile home and 12x56: 
complete addition c~talnlng 3. 
bdrms., fireplace & wall to wall 
carpet on V= acre on school buS 
.run. Fenced and landscaped, 
green house, chicken house 
complete with chickens, large 
garden area, small fruits, berry 
bushes and fruit trees. Open to. 
all reasonable offers. Call 635- 
3271 between 7 and 10 p.m. and. 
weekends. "(stf) 
FOR SA;.E 
S bedroom family home on two 
and one.third acres. Barn and 
small panabede. Garden plot. 
View at 4213 Sparka St. 
or I~e  
635-N20 
after S t).m. " 
I 
For Rent: Ground floor com- 
merclal or office space. 
Lakel~e. Phone 635.4925. (cff) 
House for sale. 2 bedroom, 
newly redecorated, large• 
fenced yard, partially land- 
scapad. Anxious to sell. 520,500. 
Phone 635-2743; after 6 pm - 635- 
9252. (c-2,3,4,5) 
- " sa l ly  h~me on one acre on 
Bench bebsts 1800 sq• ff• of 
,oomfortbl~)le living. 3 bedrooms, 
.Four bedroom executive 2 bathrooms, rec room, 
home'forrent. Locatedon quiet f i rep lace ,  landscap ing ,  
street near hospital. For In. workshop and much more. Try 
formation phone 962.6662 In • ,.your offer. 638.1790. cff 
Prince George. (c-19,21,1,3,4,5)' 
48. Suites for Rent ' 
i 
Suites for Rent: ' 
Keystone  Court  
Apartments. Office ~o£. 
2-4611 Scoff. One, 
~nd three bedroom' 
apartments. 
635.5224 
i 
For rent 2 bedroom basement 
suite. Frldge and ~tove. Phone 
635.6887. (p.6) 
I 
Olinton Manor 
Furnished or unfurnished studk 
or 1 bedroom apartments  
.~ :/'urlfy enterphone. Phone 
63B-1032 
or 
ctf 635-4321 
i 
HILLSIDE -LODGE 
4450 Little Avenue 
Sleeplng rooms, housekeeplnG 
units, centrally located. Fully 
furnished. Reasonable rates by' 
day or week. Non-drinkers only., 
Phone 635.6611. (ctf) 
CEDAR PLACE 
APARTMENTS 
' 4931 Welsh Avenue 
Suite 113 
Terrace, B.C. 
635-70.56 
New 1, 2 und 3 bedroom suites 
for rent. Frldge, stove, 
drapes, carpet, rec area, 
sauna and pool table, with. 
security enterphone and 
FOR SALE: 
3 bedroom modular home, 
Full basement on 2 acres 
$34,900 
Phone 635.3469 
or 
679.39~I 
(ctf- Ju, Jul) 
Wanted to rent Immediately; 
a 4 bedroom house with some 
acreage, f ireplace, garage," 
shower, preferably with a 
washer and dryer hook.up. Will 
give references. Please phone 
635.6357 and leave name and 
number. (stt) 
"Older 1200 sq. ft. Spllt-leveh 3 
10drm. home for sale. Nelson 
'Road, New Remo. Needs minor 
repairs. Ideal starter h0me.~ 
Owner eager to sell. Make art 
offer. Will accept lot or mobile 
horheon trade. Call 112.562.6651' 
or 635.7353 to v.lew. (ctf) 
Would like to buy a 3 bedroom 
house or trailer - with lot - will 
put $1,000 down. Phone 635.7522. 
(c-8) 
51• Business'  Locations 
- -  i"'1 - - "  
OFFICE SPACE 
FOR LEASE 
'1800 sq. ft. downtown Term;ace. 
Smaller areas available. 
635.4636," 
Manage~" 
"(ctf) 
ii i _ _  
56. Busines¢ Opportunity. 
Bids and Inquiries may be 
forwarded to the Bank of Nova 
Scotia, Terrace (c-0) 
1974 Ford =4 ton.camper 
special. Low mileage. 1976 
G.M.C. ¥4 ton, 4x4, Low 
mlleege. Phone 5.2537. (c-S) 
Consign your car, truck or 
trailer. Let a professional sell It 
for you, 
Copper Mountain 
Enterprises Ltd, 
635.4373 
DL 00685A cff 
1972 Toyota Celice; 4 speed; 
power assisted • brakes; radio; 
toch; good clean condlf'on; 
S1650, or offers. Ph. 635.3,t70. 
(ctf) 
For Sale: 1976 Okanagan 
Camper and 1974 Chev P-U with 
454 CID engine. "must be sold 
as one unit." Reduced for quick 
sale. Very clean & well looked 
after. Can be viewed at 2801 
cramer St. after 6 pro. (ctf) 
For Sale: 1971 Flreblrd 
Formula 400. Excellent con .  
dltlon. Must  sell. Best 
reasonable offer. Phone 632.3970 
after Spm or view at 14 Oriole. 
1976 
Mallbu Classic 
Excellent condition - 50,000 
miles. Radial tires, P.S• full 
wheel covers, cleble head 
lights. 
Phone 
635-9582 
(ctf) 
1971 Ford Econollne Van; 
standard six, low mileage, good 
condition, new tires, cam. 
parlzed. Phone 635.2145. (IO-5) 
1971 Chrysler 2 door hardtop, 
P.S., P.B., Radio; tape deck; 
new paint; best offer. 
1969 Chevelle, 2 door hardtop; 
bast offer of over I500. Phone 
635-3772 
(p.8) 
68 Auston 1100. Good runnlng 
condition. $500. 1970 Triumph. 
~onnevella. $650 In excellent 
condition. Phone 635.2366. (p-8) 
1 . Muncle M21 4-SpNd C-W 
Shifter like new. Also Items for 
small block Chev. 635-6828. (p. 
5,6,7,8) 
1975 Datsun S.W. 
1973 Mazda S.W. 
1975 Skldoo 
1972 Skldoo 
1974 440 Arctic Cat 
Sewing Machlno with.cabinet 
and stool 
40 Gallon hot water tank. 
Phone 635.5970, (IO-7) 
PRICED FOR QUICK 
SALE 
1964 Mercury 750 Tande~ 
dump truck in good running 
condltlen. 
635-7838 
ctf 
i977 Ram• Charger. 4 wheel 
drive. Ful ly loaded with 
everything except t i lt  steering 
wheel and A.C. $2000 or best 
offer. For more Information cell 
635.2738. (n.7) 
1973 Ford .Courier w-camper, 
22,000 miles, frldge, stove, 
furnace, and camperjacks. Will 
sell camper only or both. Phone 
627.1682, Prl;~ce Rupert. (p. 
20,1,2,3,4,5) 
24 GWYN STREET 
Fenced rear yard backing 
onto park and playground. 
Two fireplaces. Excellent 
workmanship afldL decorating 
Inslcla and out on this low 
GANNET CRESCENT 
A very well landscaped lot. 
Home Is In excellent condition 
throughout. Well decorated, 
hardwood floors except In 
bath and kitchen. Recreation 
room, bar, utility room and 
• I 
"'SIll'; MK.~NINI;I"LtI,I,Y RI';I,ATI':ST(I MI"... 
Sill': MI':ANIN(;FUI,I,Y RI':I,ATKS T(I MK NOT... • 
58. Mob i le  Homes  
For Sale: 1975 12x68 LaBOrite 
mobile home. Furnished or 
unfurnished. Phone 635.$817. 
(ctfl 
For Sale by owner. Adjoining 
waterfront on Sandsplt, Queen 
Charloffos. Ideally located and 
beautiful view. And furnished 3 
bedroom home on V= acre lot, 60' 
mobile home on V= acre, glassed 
in porch. For more Information, 
call 637-5371, or write Box 5~, 
Sandspit. (c-11) 
For sale one 12x56 well kept 
Parkwood mobi le home. 2 
bedrooms, util ity room, dining 
room, separate from kitchen. 
Beautiful yard, utility shed. Set. 
up In Terrace Trailer Court, 
close to schools, Ideal for 
teacher, young couple, or 
retired couple. Phone 5.6020. (c- 
e) 
68. Lega l  
NOTICE OF " 
SALE OF 
MOTOR ~EHICLE  
Pursuant to 
Mechanlc's Lion Act . '  
WHEREAS DoUglas Shamm 
is Indebtedto the underelgMd In 
thesum of 1596.30 for work 
and materials SUl~lled In .the 
repair of a 1913 Ford Pickup, 
serial no. F10GRQe24~, II¢on¢e 
no. 3816AN and the.Mid eum 
ought to have been ppld, end 
default has been made In the 
payment thereof, notice Is 
hereby given that on Tueedly 
next, the 14th of June, t97 / i t  
3:00 Inthe affern~n, ~ dllte not 
less than two weeks after the 
date of publlcatfon of this notl¢l 
at 3010C Kalum Street, In ~e 
city of Terrace, British 
Columbia, the said motor  
.,, vehicle.will ,be sold by J.V•N. 
":66. Reg.!Vehicles ~' *~ ,Enterprlses Inc. 
For sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel t ra l l~.  19', 
fully lelf.contalned. Can be seer 
In Terrace• Call 63&2270. (c.12) 
For sale 1973 Scamper, 
tandem axle travel h'aller. 19', 
fully self.contained. Can be seen 
In Terrace. Call 636-2270. (c.12) 
68. Lega l  
ROCK BLASTING 
AND 
PLACEMENT 
SEALED TENDERS for 
Erosion Control at Kulkayu 
Indian Reserver No..4 will be 
received by the undersigned 
until 2:00 p.m. (P.D.T.I on June 
20, 1977. 
The work consists of the ex. 
cevatlon of 365 lineal feet of toe 
trench and placement of rip.rap 
on 365 lineal feet of sea bank and 
all appurtenant work more 
particularly described In the 
Contract Documonts. 
The work Is located at Kulkayu 
Indian Reserve Not 4 (Hartley 
Bay) approximate ly  65 air  
'miles South of Prince Rupert, 
B.C. 
For Information regarding a 
• sltevlsit, contact A.C. Mitchell, 
P. Eng., at 666.3414. 
Contract Documents will be 
exhibited at and are obtainable 
from the following locations: 
1. Department of Indian Affairs, 
15th Floor, Pacific Centre, 700 
West Georgia Street, Van. 
couver, B.C. 
2. Department of Indian Affairs, 
No. 215 • 4681 Lazelle Avenue, 
Terrace, B.C. 
Sets of documents are ob- 
talnable upon deposit of $25.00 
certified cheque payable to the 
Receiver General of Canada, 
which amount will be refunded 
upon return of these documents 
In good order within one month 
of tender opening date. 
Documents may be viewed at 
Construction Associations in the 
following locations: 
Vancouver, Burnaby, Prince 
Rupert, Prince George, 
Campbell River and Terrace. 
Tender must be submitted on 
the forms provided and ac. 
cording to the conditions set 
forth therein. The lowest ~ any 
Tender will not necessarily be 
DATED this 31st day of A~y, 
1977. 
John Van Nledorhaulllrn..:.**..• 
J.V.N. Enterprlsos Inc. ~ i . .  
John's Car Clinic " : . . . .  • 
.(C-20,5) ;'' ' , "  ", . :~ ,  . : .  
• D ISTR ICTOF TERRACE '  
FOR SALE.BY TENDER 
ONE ONLY BURROUGHS'L3m 
,,tlnl Computer bookkeeping 
machine with three (3) ol~rable 
programs, can be used Is  I 
remote terminal. 
Tenders to be In writing, In • 
sealed envelope marked 
"TENDER TO BURRQUGHS 
I.~000" and eddrosltKI to: 
THE DISTRICT OF 
TERRACE, 
5-3215 EBY STREET, 
TERRACE,  B.C. V IG I)fA 
ATTENTION: R. DUNBAR' 
TREASURER- 
All tenders must be received at 
the District of Terrace Off l¢lf l  
onor before July 6, 19T/. Lowatt 
or any tender not necessarily 
accepted. 
R.D. Dunbar, 
Treasurer. 
BRITI'SH COLUMBIA 
HYDROAND 
POWER AUTHORITY  
Invites tenders for Grooming of 
Transmission Line Right-0f. 
Way In the North Coast Olvllklfl 
Reference No. Q7.35M 
Closing Date: 29 June 1977 
Sealed tenders clearly Barbed 
as abeve.raferen~d will  be 
received in Room 10'ai, B.C. 
Hydro and Power Authority 
:Building, 970 Burrard Streeh 
Vancovuer, B.C. V6Z IY3 until 
'i1:00 AM local time, 2tl June 
1917. 
Details may be obtained from 
the office of the Purchallnll 
Agent, lOth Floor, 970 Burr4rd 
Street, Vencouvor, S.C, V iZ  
IY3, telephone M3.2ST/1rod 
25~0. (C-5) 
The Mower That VL~,~ 
tually EIImlnBteS Tu~Jt' 
Ups 
t/,. ' i  sor  t 
%%, Avalleblg 
: i i  
maintenance home. ' one bedroom in basement. 37. Pets elevator. Absolutely no pets. For Sale: Older rental unit.for accepted. 
' 290000 (ctf) sale Four 2 bedroom suites , ~7,000.00 Workshop area. 15 . . . . . . . . .  . _ _  _ : . . . . .  ,, ~ • For sale. Registered Morgan . . . .  Good location Priced to sell. ~;R . . . . . . . . . . . .  Mnh i l , ,  I - Inrrt~ ~v P- n -k l -s - -  p En" , SOLID.STATE 
DROP IN FOR A FREE CATALUI~v'~: ~:Stalllon. Solid Government 3bedroom Row ,ousmg ~ultes: Phone 635.9471'. (stf) " "  ~o'art 'mentof '  Indla~'Affalr,  I L |WI I - I I IBV  
• 330 CITY CENTRE, KITIMAT, B.C. . "  r breeding. Broke to saddle and Full basement, 11/= baths, nalv ........ "~=" ~ .  , ' ~,~N them Oeveo Bent . . . . . . . .  
. . . . . . . . . . .  • | i harness. First $1700.00 or best block from schools, 5 minute . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  57 Automobiles 12x55 3 bedroom trailer, will . - ~r .. . P ' J ' J ra: ,a, ,A,  Em,,,lJ.m,,,,,Ji | ' I ' 1" V bOX 1UUOI ,  l B m I | I M W  I b I I | J H W U I  I N.J. ta ro ,  Jonnsmn 632.2815 I..( offer by June 30th. Jim Hurst. walk from ;'own. Suitable for consider pickup end camper, _' '. . . .  l . - - I i 
D R (Dave) Barclay 632.3668 J ,  9207 108 h Avenue, Fort St families. 8250 per month. 6. , . . . . . . . . . . . .  5th wheeler or beat and motor P,aCitlC ~.entre,. . . J $" l i *  Lid ! ; 
I X:D: (Kay) Schoolay 632.6692 r/John,'Bctv1J2P1, Phone7851 month lease. Apply Suite 108. ,,:,~,~.~.~.. -,, ,on p,CK.Up, as part payment. Phone 635. 700West u~r0,a..Str~1., . .. I . . . . . .  :_'-.'."_-.-:_-__ . . . |  
va J  , .~v  vancouver ,  U (., V1Y  i fw i  |C  $ )  ~kNlY  Wl l lg  ~V l l  /W11"ro l ;we  I:111,, I R.E. (Ed)ka i fe  632.6092 _|i:~50.~ 8 (c'•Si 4530 Scott• (ctf) " ' 5970. (p.7) . . . .  • [ . "l 1 
i /  . . . .  : . . . .  • . . . . . .  
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THREA TENS LIBEL A C T/ON 
Lang suppresse.s, tory 
OTTAWA (CP)  - -  needed in "Journalism or James Jerome said he 
Progressive Conservative people will .end up "not would postpone the matter 
MPs launched an offensive wanung to become until the two returned• 
Monday on what they politicians." ' Cuss/tt described press 
described as Liberal "That'means a tand has freedom as one of the most 
government efforts to to be taken." 
suppress distribution of a In the Commons, Baldwin 
weekend magazine sup-"also asked for an in- 
plement and to intimidate vestigation into comments 
the news media. - by Liberal MP Serge Joyal 
Gerald Baldwin (PC-- (MalsooneuveRoeemont) 
Peace River) called in the 
Commons for an inquiry into 
alleged efforts by Transport 
Minister Otto Lang to 
prevent distribution of the 
Canadian Magazine In Sas- 
katchewan last week. 
who said the government is
trying to harness the press 
in Canada because it fears it 
and has been unable to 
control it. 
'~Fhere is a phobia in 
Ottawa, a fixed idea to 
The magazine carried a domeslieate this power of 
LandingSt°ry calledof OttoThe I ang--anUnhappY Joys]. sad. thevre s' lto hnrness it," 
investigation of human The government has 
error, nnd was distributed in become afraid of the news 
11 daily newspapers across media because itis the only 
the counlry, ovvesition in Ottawa, be 
• It was not carried in the 'a'd¢led 
two major Saskatchewan 
daRies--theSeskatoonStar- MPs Tom Cessitt (Leeds) 
Phoenix and Regina Leader- 
Pest--both of which nor- 
really carry the~aagasinc  
their Saturday editions. 
Laug is the only Liberal 
cabinet minister from that 
province. 
Pregressive Conse~ative 
and John Crnshie (St. John's 
West) took up Baldwin's 
case later, as the House 
discussed whether Lang's 
actions represent a breach 
of psrlixmentary privilege. 
important basic freedoms in 
the country, and said the 
Commons has a duty to 
determine whether Laug or 
his lawyers usedpreseure to 
prevent distribuliou of the 
Canadian .magazine In Ssa- 
katchewan. 
Earlier, the government 
House leader, Allan MacEs- 
chert, said the government 
has no policy of in- 
timidatian, but-that he 
would discuss the case with 
Lang. 
Charles Bell, managing 
editor of'The laader-Post, 
said late last week that the 
newspaper had been ad- 
vised, by its lawyers to 
withhold istribution of the 
ma~incwas no comment 
f rom Star -Phoen ix  
mana~wiement. 
n's initial demand 
for a parliamentary ln- 
vestigution did not receive 
required unanimous House 
approval. 
Outside the Commons, the 
Alber~ Conservative said 
EDMONTON (CP)  - -  An 
RCMP corporal says fellow 
officers used illegal oleo-. 
ironic surveillance quip- 
ment to monitor the hotel 
rooms of three Edmonton 
city polioemen when they 
were In Winnipeg in 1975 
i nvest ' fgat l i ig " t l i -e  ROyal 
American Shows. 
The evidence was read as 
a judicial inquiry opened 
into the affairs o f  the 
Florida-based midway 
company before com- 
mtssoner Mr. Jnst/ee James 
Herbert Laycraft. 
Ron Berger, commission 
counsel, said he had 
received the confidential 
information and testimony 
during a closed bearing last 
week in Calgary. 
He explained that sub- 
sequent o giving the in- 
formation, the corporal, 
William Patrick Radey, 
decided to divulge his iden- 
tity and give further 
testimony. 
Radcy said he was with 
the Winnipeg Criminal 
Intelligence Section in 
December, 1975, when he 
was assigned to assist the 
Edmonton policemen be- 
cause he had been involved 
in the group which in- 
vestigated the Royal 
American Shows earlier in 
the year. 
Tlie Edmonton policemen, 
Superintendent William 
Stewart, Inspector Erhardt 
Hahn and Detective Bredon 
Burke, arrived Dec. 9 and 
were met by Radey on the 
=th floor of their hotel. The, 
four discussed interview 
plans which were PUt into 
action the following day. 
Badey said that later, 
when returning to the hotel 
room, he saw one of.hts 
senior officers-- an in- 
~ector identified only as 
duk--emerging from a 
room. Inspector Mnduk told 
him later that he had been in 
the room to see an in- 
formant. 
Radey said the Edmonton 
detective suspected their 
room had been hugged and 
that all of them thought he 
was involved. However, 
they decided they had 
nothing to hide and that his 
offer to have the room 
searched for bugs was 
declined. 
Radey said he was told six 
months later by Constable 
John Desring of the RCMP's 
technical section that the 
room had been monitored 
during the three-day visit. 
Radey added that Deering 
said he would deny ever 
making the statement and 
was "talking about 
protecting himself at a 
Neither laug nor Joyal 
Lang said in a Saskatoon were in. the Commons, 
interview that ,his lawyers however, and Speaker 
~ threatened Michael Slfton, 
It's "step and go" week for ~0-yed~'-old 8halley Zips of Department ofHighways. Shelley Is one of n number of owner of the two papers, 
Terrace, At the University of British Columbia, Shelley is students who have maneged to locate Jobs through federal with a lawsuit if the article , . ECONOMIS  7": 
8tud.ying hard for a degree in payehdogy; but back home ana provmcist summer employment programs, was carried. 
,or - -  summer she ts ww~ as s flag persan fer the heAt~s=e time, he sa id fee lsa  highr standard is S u r v i v a l  o f  C a n a d a  
UNDERCOvR WORK ' HIGH FOOD PRICES not pinned to Quebec 
Illegal sur e i l l a n c e  PROMPT NEW POLICY - L'JARL(YI'rgTOWN ilmt moat of the a , t s  end Assumption Mutual Life to solve midway case o~,w,  (cP) ._  The ~ other items. InAp. ,  (cP) . - ? - .The ,  ~nior ~b. i l i ee~pret l tyw.  federal government will food prices rose a full one _ecenomtsz wire me noy~ cancel themselves out." 
annsunce the framework of oar cent, twice the rate of" uanz of uanaaa sam Dr. J. D. McNiven, 
aloug-awaltednatioaalfoed Lncrease of all other items in Monday that Canada could executive vice-president of
future date." Denting was policy Friday in a joint the index, survive economically if any. the Atlantic Provences 
transfered to Toronto in announcement by the con- Consumer groups have one province quit Con- EuonomicCounell, said any 
July, 1978. sumer affairs and complained that food policy federation. Canaidan province has 
In February, Radey agriculture dePartments, in Canada has been little Dr. R. W. Baguley told enough papdlatina ' nd re- 
teslifiedheiuformedformer sources aidMonday, more than an agricultural _mere.bars of the .Atlantic seureestosurvivealone, but 
Staff Sgt. Ron Sheppard M The announcement is ex- policy. Most of the crmmm l~'rovmees Chsmner or a problem might arise in 
what he had learned, in- pected to set out hroad has been aimed at farm commerce that in some finding competent ad- 
eluding Deering's name. He guides for the development products marketing boards, ways Canadian un/on.,wm minll~ators for. an in- 
• was later asked to write a of a comprehensive national which control the supply of , more ~ politieat ....... than d~plmdent'economy. 
report and subsequently food policy dealing with a food products in order to economzc, and that the Outside of  English- 
was given a memo by the range of issues from food keep prices up. spmover from upsets in one speaking Montreal, Ottawa 
Chief Superintendent of O production to trans- But farmers, with provincial economy was not ahd Toronto, Canada did not 
Division which mentioned portation, processing, Agr icul ture Minister great inotherprovinces, have a sufficiently large 
that an electronic sweep of marketing andnutrition. Eugene Wbelan as their Bagule~, s]~ddn~ during management pool.to run a 
the hotel rooms had been It is considered to be spokesman, argue the a panel mscusslon on Country, McNiven said. 
carried out. general in nature and will marketing boards are canadian unity at the Gilb~'t Finn, president of 
Summoned to Ottawa, not make specific recom- needed to protect farmers chamber's annual meeting, 
Radey said he reported to a mendations, sources say. - from wild fluctuations in said 
chief superintendent but did But it will come at a time commodity prices, that if Canada's monetary 
not mention Deering's name ~ incresain~ concern about Farm income "has been .unit continued to be used by 
because be did not believe arapidrlsemfoedprices in dropping in the last few an .independent province, 
"any type of investigation the last few months corn- years and more small thaz province would be 
would get off the ground." pared with relatively stable family farms have been re~uir~ to follow the fiscal 
During the Ottawa in- l~iees a year earlier, placed on the edge of .policY of Conaaa, "hardly a 
terview, Radey said was Food prices rose six per bankruptcy, goal .of.in~e~n~ence." .  
told the chief sul.~e, rintendent cent last year compared There now are about 100 mxmung tariffs wou~a 
was satisfied wzth Inspector with a 6.8-per.cent i crease marketing boards under break down if Quebec :
Maduk'sexplanation. 'intheconsumerpriceindex, provincial and federal became independent 
The inquiry, called hy the most commonly-used authority controlling the because Quebec, with 
Alberta Attorney-General measure of inflation, supply and price of grains, marFeto mainly in Ontario, 
Jim Fester, is expected to In the last few months, milk and dairy products, wouz.o . want different 
last through June, adjourn food prices have been on the eggs and poultry, fruits and peHc|esn'om untarlo, which 
in July and resume in rise at a more rapid rate vegetables, hogs and fish. ~ products basically in 
" ' me united States. 
INVITATION TO TENDER 
SEALED TENDERS for the projects or services 
Ilsled below, addressed to the Head, Tenders and 
Conh'acts, Pacific Region, Department of Public 
Works, Canada, 1110 West Georgia Street, 
Vancouver, B.C. V6E 3WS,and endorsed with the 
Project Name, wlJl be recelved until ;the 
specified closing tome and date. Tender 
documents can be obtained through the above 
noted Department of Public Works, Vancouver 
August. office on payment of the applicable deposit., 
RIGHT-TO-LIFER'S 
ABUSE TAX BREAK 
~tooney said the anti- 
abortionists are putting 
undue pressure on federal 
and provincial legislators to 
support their cause and are 
planning for the next 
election to field "pro-life 
candidates under the guise 
of the three major parties." 
Rnoney said both groups 
: are planning "massive 
intervention" in the next 
election by opposing sitting 
members with majorities of 
less than 4,000 votes who 
refuse to guarantee anti- 
abortion platforms. 
He said the so-casted in- 
tervention includes ad- 
vertisemants in newspapers. 
and on television, leaflet 
campaigns and disruption of
public meetings. 
A similar strategy is being 
used in the current Ontario 
provincial election, he said, 
"but in much more covert 
manner so as not to expose 
their strategy for the more 
important federal election." 
Rooney said MPs who 
have signed an anti-abortion 
pledge "have obviously 
signed away their claim to 
represent either the neutral 
or pro-choice points of view 
in their const/tuencies." 
Rooney said he does not 
quarrel with their right to 
try to sway public opinion. 
Berger's biases blasted 
by pipeline planners 
OTTAWA (CP) -- 
Canadian Arctic Gas 
Pipeline Ltd. struck back at 
one of its major critics 
Monday, saying the Barger 
pipeline commission ex- 
ceeded its authority and that 
the first volume of its report 
is irrelevant. 
In a written final 
argument fried with the 
National Energy Board, the 
company said native groups 
in the North had "suceeaded 
in enlisting the active 
commission, Mr. Justice 
Thomas Berger of the 
British Columbia Supreme 
Court. 
The judge, appointed to 
Fishboats 
collide 
VICTORIA (CP) -- Two 
fishing vessels collided 
midnight Sunday night near 
Gorse Island, southwest of 
Belia Bella in Quean Sound, 
a Pacific Rescue Co- 
o rd inat ion  Cent re  
spokesman said Monday.. 
The spokesman said one 
of the vessels later sank. 
The crew of the' 43-foot gil- 
lnetter Centennial was 
rescued by the two men 
aboard tlie 93-foot steel 
troller Blue Water before 
the smaller vessel sank. 
The spokesman said 
weather conditions were 
good at the time of the 
collision. 
study the social, economic 
and environmental impact 
on the North of a pipeline, 
recommended last month 
that no pipeline he built 
through rite northern Yukon 
and that a llne through the 
Mackenzie River Valley 
should be delayed for 10 
years. 
Arctic Gas said at the 
time that acceptance of 
those recommendations 
would kill its proposal for a 
joint pipeline to move to 
southern markets gas from 
Alaska and the Mackenzie 
River delta. 
The company said in its 
argument to the NEB that 
Berger was not asked to 
recommend whether or 
when a pipeline should be 
built. "He was asked to 
recommend terms and 
conditions that should be 
placed on any pipeline 
approval. 
"The unfortunate effect is. 
that Volume 1 of this 
inquiry is 
elevant and Volume 11, 
which presumably will be 
responsive to the inc(uiry's 
terms of reference, m not 
yet ready," the company 
said. 
Arctic Gas said much of 
the first volume is taken up 
with a discussion of native 
land claims. 
" . . .  It is unusual that no 
note is taken of the views of 
the Metis Association where 
those views differed from 
the Indian Brotherhood of 
the Northwest Territories," 
The company, sa|cl ~at 
"If any province wants to 
go it alone they may have to 
go it alone." 
Baguley said difficulties 
would arise in negoliating 
transportation corridors 
through an ~lndependent 
Quebec to the Atlantic 
ignoring evidence .un- region, and negotiations to
favorable to that view, going determine the assets and 
outside the hearing record liabilities of a province 
to get support for it and leaving Confederation 
suggesting an alternative, would be lengthy. 
route on the basIs of scanty. "If we- separate this 
evidence means ."the country politically...' we 
relevance of Volume I of the' will find after thousands of
Mackenzie Valley inquiry to economists ad accountants 
these proceedings disap- havebeenatitforflveyears 
)ears , "  . 
DISTRIOT OF TERRAOE 
NOTiOE 
NOtice Is hereby given that a Public Hearing will 
be held on proposed Zoning Amendment By-Law 
Prolect No. ADP-02-7720. 
The proposed amendment is as follows: 
To rezone Lots ] to 5 inclusive, Block 18, 
District Lot 838, Range 5, Coast District, Plan 
3989 from Rural Zone AI to Residential Zone RI. 
The proposed By-Law may be viewed by any and 
all persons requiring more specific Information, 
during regular business hours at the Municipal 
Hall. 
The Public Hearing will be held inthe Municipal 
Council Chambers on Monday, June 13th, 1977 a,t 
7:00 p.m. 
Any and all persons having an Interest In the 
proposed Zoning Amendment By-Law Prolect 
No. ADP.02.7720 shall take notice and be 
governed accordingly. 
G.W. Buchanan 
Clerk-Administrator 
DISTRICT OF TERRACE 
•I 
he~ found the magazine 
article tough but hardly 
libellous. 
"If politidans resort o in- 
timidation whenever a 
tough article aPl~..s, .you 
guys may as wen esose 
shoD," he ~id. 
"h(o one IMs the right to 
stop publication unless what 
Is said is clearly libellous." 
Baldwin also criticized the 
Saskatchewan papers that 
did not distribute the 
• magazine, saying "the 
actions of anyone who 
buckles under are not right 
at a l l . "  
While the Issue was under 
discussion i  the Commons, 
Agriculture Minister 
• Eugene Whelan read the. 
article about Lang, and 
later passed it to Post- 
mnator-General J.J. Blais 
for perusal. 
In Toronto, the managing 
editor of the' weekend 
supplement said he had 
advised subscr ibing 
newspapers of a letter 
threatoning, possible libel 
action over the Lang article. 
But Alan Walker said the 
magazine Is taking the view 
that the article is factual 
and fair. 
PROJ ECT 
Prolect No. 011396. Channel Dredging approx. 
20,000 Cubic Yards Class 'B' t~aterlal, Green. 
ville, B.C. 
Tender documents may also be seen at the 
Construction Association offices in Prince 
Rupert and Terrace. 
Closing Date: 11:00 ANt PDST - June 23, 1977 
Deposit: $25.00 
Tenders must Include the towln= of the plant to 
and from the work. 
The dredges and other floating plants which are 
inteded to be employed on this work, to be 
eligible must 
(a) be of Canadian or United Kingdom re~listry, 
and 
(b) be~0f Canadian or United Kingdom make or 
manufacture and, in the case of U.K. equipment, 
have been in Canada at least one year prior to 
the date of the tender call. 
INSTRUCTIONS 
Deposit for plans and specifications must be 
made in the form of a CERTIFIED BANK 
CHEQUE to the order of the Receiver General 
for Canada, and will be released on return • of the 
documents in good condition within one month 
from the date of tender opening. 
To be considered each tender must be submitted 
on the form supplied by the Department and 
must be aocompanled by the security specified 
on the tender documents. 
The lowest or' any, tender not necessarity ac- 
cepted. 
H.D. Ladoucier 
Head, Tenders and Contracts 
Pacific Region 
OTTAWA (CP) -- New- 
• foundland Liberal MP Dave 
Rooney said Monday in a 
news statement that said 
PlJiance for Life, a Toronto 
anti-abortion group, is 
abusing its statu as a tax- 
exempt charitable organ- 
lsatlen by using donations 
"f~' blatant political pur- 
And.he Said another 
Torontobased anti-abortion 
LiO~feanisatinn, Coalition for 
, "is merely a front for 
the alliance's political ac- 
tivities." 
Official spokesmen for 
both organhations were 
unavailable for immediate 
comment but one coalition 
member said although 
:.~hying has occurred, "to 
~t in such a sinister 
'.n is crazy." 
coalition member, 
~ked not to be iden- 
said many persons 
zembers of both the 
Lion for Life and the 
race for Life. 
:it she said the 
~mizations are kept 
irate so the coalition, 
ch does not have tax- 
/:~mpt status, can engage 
~:t political activities, The 
, lliance does not, because of 
~'s charter as a charitable 
• ~nd ed 'uca  t iona l  
c~rganisation, she said. 
J l l  
Insurance Ltd. of Moneton, 
said that as an Acadian he 
'can understand what 
Quebeckers ~vant, although 
most Aeadians did not agree 
with Quebec's means. 
He said that in 'the past, 
Canada had Concentrated : 
too much on economic 
advancement at he expense 
of haman values. 
"We have lived ash a ton 
of wheat inesnt a-to&'b'f 
~e iness." said the' solution to 
economic difficulties in 
Canada, particularly the. 
eastern 'provinces, was in 
continued unity of the , 
country. 
